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PREFACE
These papers were presented during 1968 t the quarterly meet-
ings of the Public Libraries Section, Victorian Division, of the
Library Association of Australia.
The project would not have been possible without the willing
co-operation of those members who prepared and gave the
papers. Thanks are also due to the discussion leaders and all
those who participated.
The Editors have not attempted to summarize the wide-ranging
and extensive discussions which followed each paper. They have,
however, aimed to give an account of the most important issues
raised which were directly relevant to the papers in question.

r -1!
(, EDITORS,

WILLIAMS, President
R. P. HAYTON, Secretary
MI WILLIAMS, Treasurer
n Division, Public Libraries Section
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PAPER 1

Some Current Problems in Public Library Development in
Victoria
B. REID, ALAA, "I f Executive Officer, Library Services Division, Library Council
of Victoria.

This paper will address itself to current problems and not develop
to any extent an enquiry into problems arising from future develop-
ment both of needs and services. Therefore, what I propose to outline
are those matters which I think the profession, the Municipal
Authorities and the Library Council of Victoria may think amongst
others worthy of consideration for action at this time.

The few thoughts put forward make no claim to be original. Most
library thinking is, and should be, the product of a general dialogue
within the profession. Furthermore what follows should be under-
stood in relation to the jungwirth Reporti particularly Chapter

Further the time is long past, in my opinion, when the Public
Library Services of this State can be planned in isolation from other
forms of library service, and the . proposals for the improvement of
Public Library Services will need to be seen in the larger context
of the developing library services of the State. Responsibility for State
planning is clearly that of the State Librarian of the Library Council
of Victoria. Any proposals' to be put forward tonight are in no sense
to be seen as issuing froth the Library Services Division of the Council.
If they have merit- they will' doubtless be aniongst many other matters
rationalised into a State Plan developed in'other and higher qiiarters.

,So one' of the major current .problems----that of 'co-ordinal ion. of
varkms levels of library service cannOt -be, dealt with here. T:lever-

.theless, the Library Council with the State Librarian has already taken
sortie action Which indicates present and future policies and could
properly be discussed tonight.

The problems before us could be Toughlyvery roughlyclassified
under three main. headings. These are: I. Direcily. financial. 2.
Adniinistrative. 3. 'Prcifessional: .Obviously these, are not Water tight
ComPartinents; indeed each problem flows to a great degree between
these categories.
ivietona. Board of Inquiry iran LibrarY'Seriices. Report. Melb., Govt. Printer,

196*.
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I. DIRECTLY FINANCIAL:
No-one here tonight needs to be told that many of our problems

stem from lack of finance. It may be that some Municipal Councils
can afford to spend more on their services, it may be that the State
Government can afford to spend more; on the other hand it is at least a
possibility that both Municipal and State Governments are approach-
ing the limits of their ability to pay, and that as A.A.C.O.B.S. has
suggested2 the time is approaching when the Federal Government
will need to participate in Public Library financing in ways similar
to the U.S.A. and European countries.

The Library Board of New South Wales suggested in 1962 that an
expenditure of at least $L60 was necessary for the provision of library
service based on minimum overseas standards. This figure could be
argued, but it seems to me a reasonable presumption, though in fact
a sliding scale of per capita expenditure based on population needs
to be promulgated because of the different economies of different
sizes of library units.

This figure of $1.60 first proposed in 1962 was again proposed by
the Library Board of New South Wales in 1967.4 However if we con-
sider the factors affecting library economy in that time:5

(1) The rise in general costs as shown in the Consumer Price Index.
(2) Tbe rise in salaries.
(3) The rise in book prices.
(4) The increased numbers of books available.
(5) The increasing demands on libraries for a wider range of

materials.
Then, in my opinion it would be reasonable to suggest that it

takes $2.00 per capita today to reach minimum standards.
We should note that at present total finance available to existing

public libraries in Victoria averages $1.11 per head. To reach minimum
standards a further 31 million dollars per annum is required.

What steps can be taken at present to go some way towards gain-
ng this increased, financial support?

The first consideration is, I think, for the Library Council to con-
tinue its FubrniSgonS to the Government on three .financial matters:
:2 Australian Advisory Council on Bibliographic Service

Libraries for the Public. Canberra, 1966.

4 New South Wales. Library Board.
1967.

5 See (a) Quarterly sum
(c) Rookseller.

y ;of Australian statistics ; (b) Bowker annual., 1967;



...

i. Removal of the existing ceilings on subsidy with return of a
straight $ for $ policy which prevailed up to 1958-59.

ii. A very substantial increase in the $50,000 at present allocated
for Regional Grant purposes. At the present time $100,000 would be
still a modest figure.

iii. The institution of a policy of capital grants for new library
building expenditure similar to that undertaken by some other Aus.
tra lian Sta tes.

If the ceilings to subsidy were removed and the Regional Grant
doubled, annual expenditure on libraries, excluding capital expendi-
ture on buildings would be approximately $140 on 1967-68 figures,
and this would take us closer to the minimum standard of $2.00.

The practical question is what further steps should be taken to
realise these three requirements, once it is decided that they are
desirable? Chief Librarians may well think that, democracy being
what it is, the greater the number of voices raised on this matter, arid
the more various the voices the better. It may be for instance, that
the Victorian Branch of the Profession may wish to make a statement
to the State Government on this issue, just as A.A.C.O.B.S. has made
one to the Federal Government. It may be that the Municipal Associa-
tion may wish to comment to the Government. It may be that other
individual municipalities may wish to follow the lead of certain of
their number in making strong representations to their local Members.

This leads me to the second group of problems.
IT. ADMINISTRATIVE:

It seems to me that at present the one area above all others where
the best energies of public librarians over and above their daily tasks
could be expended in advancing library service is in the area of public
relations. In a recent publication, Mr, Cohn Watson has written:
'Commercial and semi-government enterprises spend many millions of
dollars every year to create goodwill and in promotion of their goods
and.services, competing for the attention, the suppok t and the finance
of the community. Their promotion is ceaseless, day and night,
through all media. .

'The resources available, however, for the vital national task of
promoting the growth, improvement and use of, libraries and the
value Of reading are meagre in comparison. Therefore, they must
be deployed strategically to g.nn maximum effect'. 6

We are all aware of, the old and rather trite saying that a library's
yublic relations is as good as- its service, and that its public relations
programme begins and ends. With the girl on the front desk. Surely.
G Australian Library Week Council. Ilandbooh of oiganization and promotion,

Melbourne, 1968.



these petty truths go without saying, and rather more sophistication
is required. There is no doubt that library services have to compete
for finance with other instrumentalities of Government and dia t
these other instrumentalities often have:

(a) Professional public relations staff or consultants.
(b) A budgetary appropriation for the purpose.
(c) A definite set of public relations objectives.
It seems to me, therefore, absolutely essential that Parliamentarians,

Councillors, and the media have regularly presented to them infor-
mation about the achievements and the needs of Victorian public
libraries. This cannot be done by the girl on the front desk and
indeed cannot totally be done by individual libraries.

The Library Council of Victoria may be seen to be that body
which should represent such needs and services to the Public and to
the Government. It is noted that this could be seen as part of that
function as defined in Part 2, Section (f) of the Act7

It may be that in due course the whole question of public relations
objectives and methods will be considered by the Council. What is
already clear is that such public relations need to be based on research,
of which there is a great .dearth, because there is a lack of professional

me, and also to be frank, a lack of professional ability in this field,
and also on sophisticated statistical analysis which is also at present
lacking in the apparatus at present available. There is a strong case
for a programme of research projects to he formulated and for the
type of statistics required to be clarified and standardised.

Further, the employment of trained public relations personnel could
be seen as part of the wider need, and that is the need tti educate .the
State in the uses of libraries. Public relations do not 'necessarily
mean jazzy press releases, though it may include these. It does not
only.mean efficient and regular displays by artists with training in the

. _

.field and in- places where these displays could d6- the most good. It
does not only mean programmes of talks. It also means an educational
effort related to other educational activity in Victoria. A programme
would need to relate to the counselling services and extension agencies
of tertiary institutions, to the career .advisory services of State and
Commonwealth Governments, to related efforts by employer and
employee organisations, and to the activities -of such bodies as the
Council of Adult ,Education arid the State Film Centre.
Newsletter

As a small step towards providing something of this activity prior
to a full scale multi-level "operation it seems td me that a, pUbliCation
similar in format and intent to the former Free Library SerVice Board ,

Libiary Council of Victoria Act, 1965



Newsletters may well be both economical and effective. It would be
useful to have your views on this. It could be that such a publication
could be issued quarterly and sent to-1. State Parliamentarians; 2.
Municipal Councils; 3. Public Librarians; and 4. To interstate bodies
with similar interests. It would be a vehicle for propaganda as to the
popularity and effectiveness of public libraries, and for giving in
quick reading form the latest news of developments as they occur.

I have found there is no difficulty at all in having the general idea
of library service given formal acceptance by municipal authorities.
In the 21st year of public library service in this State it is appropriate
to say that we are now adult and that the basic principles of library
service do not generally have to be defended. In my discussions in
various parts of Victoria since my appointment, it has become ap-
parent that what is needed is clarification of how the basic principles
can be realised. Those who govern us, and ultimately the public, need
to be informed and such is the nature of things, they need to be in-
formed regularly and repetitively. The publication of such a News-
letter by the Library Council of Victoria, through the Division, may
well be a reasonable first step. There may be those who argue that
a Newsletter dealing with the total range of the Library Council's
interests would be preferable. I myself would prefer to see the very
different needs of the State Library itself, and its sections such as the
La Trobe Library being dealt with by separate Newsletters. The kind
of audience for example for the La Trobe Library or for Archives
may differ from that for Public Libraries. One only has to examine
the wide range of publications put out by leading library systems in
'the United States to appreciate the need for many publications at
many levels.

Public Library Standards
Earlier I touched on a possible financial standard for the per

capita financing-of library set viees. Which leads to my nekt suggestion
which is that a staLement by the Library Council of'Victoria on Public
Library objectiws and _standards would be administratively very desir-
able. This includes functions. Unfortunately the hingwirth Report's
statement on the functions of public libraries (p. 36) lacks definitions
and is far too broad to be used purposefully by working librarians.
In 1967 the Library Board of New South Wales promulgated standards
and this covered general _principles of service to readers, including
service to cbildien and Young-adUlts, hours of oPening, percentage of
poptilation, as registered bOrrowers, circulation statistics, nurnber of

-volurriei Per capita; book seleetiOn standards, Staff standards, including

s Victoria. Frce i.ibrary,Scryice Boar& NewslettEr.

, 11-
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staff in relation to population, budgetary proportions, accommodation
provision, and co-operation and regional library services.

The Public Library Section of the Library Association of Aus-
tralia is preparing for the Library Association of Australia Standards
for public library services in Australia. This will be very useful. Mr.
Brown has been kind enough to let me see the draft of these standards.
However, there are at least two considerations in suggesting the publi-
cation of separate Victorian Standards. The first is that a document
issued by the Library Council as an agency of State Government will
be given official attention by Municipal Government. Secondly, the
Australian Standards have had to be devised to suit the different types
of public library provision in all States and therefore cannot clOsely
relate always to the particular pattern of operation in. Victoria. It
would be useful then for this Meeting to indicate whether Public
Library Standards for Victoria are desirable and how they should be
produced.

In my view these Standards could be a responsibility of the
Library Council of Victoria. However, it seems reasonable to suppose
that the Council in informing its mind on this issue would rely on
technical advice. This advice would be offered by the State Librarian
and his staff, specifically the staff of the Library Services Division. It
could also be sought from a representative group of public librarians.
The 'Library Council of Victoria may therefore wish to note whether
public librarians:

(a) See a need for these Standards.
b) If so, whether the Library Council should be the issuing body.

Whether the Public Library Section would co-operate in their
production.

AdmMistratively, I am sure that each Chief Librarian would find
great -use for such a document in preparing reports and submissions
to his authority.

Technical Information
Public Librarians in the metropolitan area do not, perhaps, feel

.

so isolated,from -professional issues. asitheir,.colleagnes. in_ the country.
In the brieU time I-have been -Executive Officer I have visited fifteen
or so-libraries _and library systerns and in each case_ there seems to me
to be a great need for upTtO-date -practical technical information.1This
information could 'range', from_ such_ complex matters. as _a guide to
adniinistrative,--decisiona ,On-, the- ndw catalogning code, or a statement
of costs in relation'to cOmptiier-prograinming in the__public libraries

-Victoria,, to- StichMundane,_ bilt -none-the-Jess impcirtant matters,
as for exaniple, %bookmobiles in Victoria; .their -physical description,
their _cost etC. -, We have not the staff or the finance, to, mount. a

_12



miniature Library Technology Project as Verner Clapp and his
Council on Library Resources have clone in the United States. But,
many librarians collect in the course of their daily work technical in-
formation in particular areas which could be of great value to their
colleagues. What I am suggesting is that this information, whether on
carpets or classification, or whatever, be collected and regularly dis-
seminated. This could be done by means of an unpretentious technical
bulletin issued by the Division from its Technical Officer and kept in
loose leaf form in a folder. The material for circulars could be based
partly on communications from those in charge of Victorian Public
Libraries. What is required is for public libraries to form the habit of
sending material to the Division for information.

There are more occasional publications in which the Library
Council could assist the development of your services. In my mind
the Council could work profitably with such bodies as the Public
Library Section and the Municipal Inter-Library Committee in dis-
covering needs for publications and fulfilling these rreeds. This section
may well wish to recommend projects of this nature.

Regional Plan for 'Victoria
It should be noted that the Library Board of New South Wales in

1967 published 'A proposed regional plan for New South Wales'.
This plan omitted the Sydney metropolitan area. The Library Services
Division has already done considerabk work on draft plans of a sirnilar
kind. Its Officers are constantly working in the course of their daily
activity on the conskleration of Regional Agreements. For example, in
the last six months we have considered, advised on, and attended meet-
ings about, no less than nine such Agreenients. We have also been
successful in- having new Councils commit themselves to Library
ServiceCouncils such as'St. Kilda and Richmond, where reference to
regional planning is absolutely essential. For these reasons it seems that
a prime priority must ,be given to the issuing of a regional plan for
the whole of Victoria including the metropolitan area. The critelia

establishment of viable regional -units -are difficult to define. For
example there could be very considerable debate about the minimum
population size. Various authorities give differing estimates of what
this should be. My present thinking is. that, in the metropolitan area,
a regional unit should be no less than -a quarter of a million people
and in the country where:distance becomes a niajor planning factor,
air attempt should be made to plan regions of 100,000 population. lii .

some areas this' may be imPossible. The area of Lt re,rional unit in the
country should be governed by the ability of a film Lay:van to go from .

the, centre tn .an.=outlet and teturn in the one day. Because of _the
unusual speed' of_ development of iegional libraries :at the present



time, a statement on the basic principles of regionalisation and at least
a tentative definition of advisable regional library areas is urgent.

Many of the decisions to be made in placing Municipalities within
planned regions will necessarily have to be arbitrary. To illustrate let
us consider the Municipality of Brunswick which adjoins to the south
the City of Melbourne, to the west the City of Essendon, to the east the
City of Northcote, and to the north the City of Coburg. The geo-
graphical argument alone for jointure with any particular one of
the four Municipalities, all of which already have library service, is
inclusive. A central planner cannot succeed if he limits his geo-
graphical considerations too closely. In fact it is only a slight exag-
geration to say that the problem of where to integrate Brunswick has
to be seen in the total context of the whole of the State of Victoria.
To put it crudely the whole State has to become a jigsaw puzzle, and
any missing piece will prevent the puzzle being solved.

The arguments for minimum and maximum sizes of regional areas
will be presented at a later Session of this Seminar. For the moment I
merely wish to assert that regional planning, and the lack of it, is a
current problem and that in establishing a plan the profession will be
engaged in a far reaching and arduous dialogue with the Library
Council. This Association should attempt a clear policy on this matter
and to define it in some detail.

III. PROFESSIONAL:
'The third category of problems I have loosely called 'professional'.

That is to say, their ultimate solution depends on ,professional
expertise and only -indirectly on finance and administration. In an
earlier paper on the jungwirth Report I drew attention to. the des
perate paucity of professiowil 'research on library naatters in Aus-
tralia. In that paper I ''said'This question bt research is; to my
mind, the most -vital question facing libraries and librarianship in
Aiistralia today.'We are practicing our profession without the benefits
a research. Practically no significantly detailed research can be carried
ont by workingand hard-working--Tlibrarians.'

I Went on to suggest that the praPosed-State Library Authority
create, the posidon -of Research'. and 'Statistics Officer. ,We'- need for
example to bave'ordered investigation into Many, areas making dd hoc
subjective decisions based bn what can at hest be called,reasoned pie-
jitclice. Three- jaartienlar areas require inve_r;o:ation. These are:

(a) The-readng deniands of our constituents.
(b),The_leveis:of 'reference and- informatiOn services ,desirable.
(c) The kind bf_ bibliograPhical and Cataloguing information re-,

_quired fo allow:the libraries to -theet these deniands-;:
_



1. Reading Demands
Like most of my colleagues I am currently making the assumption that

with the higher levels of education being reached by Australians and
the increasingly ccimplex demands made by our society on individuals
both in their jobs and in their various social roles, the trend in reader
requirement is for materials of a more and more advanced kind, and
a more and more diverse kind. The State Librarian has remarked
that on his recent visit to the United States a branch library of a city
library system opened its doors with a collection of books selected at
university undergraduate level. These hooks are getting optimum
use by the general public. There is a case, certainly, for the provision
of technical information literature at levels rarely seen at present on
our public library shelves. There is the problem, too, of how to inte-
grate public library provision of technical information with the services
now being built up by the affiliated colleges of the Institute of Colleges.
This problem, as I said at the opening of the address is one for higher
authorities. It encompasses more than public libraries in its implica-
tions. We should seek to know a good deal more about the needs of
our present registered borrowers, and just as importantly, the even
more unspoken needs of those who have not, for reasons at present
known only to themselves, registered as borrowers. Selection at the
present time is too often related only to the needs of the 30% of the
population registered as borrowers. The other 70% needs to be stir-
veyed and analysed in depth. What roles have to be assigned in pro-
moting higher standards of material selection with the concomitant
problems of co-ordination, co-operation and storage, have not yet been
fully determined in this State_ Clearly a series of Seminars 'on materials
selection, together with the intention of each public library s stem to
publish its selection policies and procedures is an early requirement if
we are to progress in this area.

Professiona I children's librarianship- has always been far better
organised in relation to, and has a- much- greater coherence abont,
Standards of selection, than has Victorian public librarianship serving
the adult sector.
2. Bibliagraphi'cal and Cataloguing Information

At the request Of the former Tree ,Librarr, Service Board a com-
-mittee composed-of,Miss Cares', Mr.,AileFarlane, Mr Simkin and myself
Surveyed the' need for -Central- Catalogiiiiig by Victorian :-Ptiblic Lib-
_raries in 196'5,-ketithiS, OUthe questionnaire, sent put rei;ear a dismay-
ing lack of -skills,.-andvalso, an extraordinary ,lack:in some librariei of
elementary'. _bibliographic' - and ,catalogning a-Jai., The =Divisimi :gives
techniCal advice' to - public libraries biii:obviOUsly More than' adviee

specific problems is required. Inspection is required-, In-serVice_

training is reqUirett 'folloW-up visits-are required.
-



Over and above this we need to take a searching look at the bases
of our provision of such information to the public. Are the present
catalogues provided adequate? Are they in the forms best suited for
public use? Do they meet the demands of readers at all service points
within a system? What are the methods by which cataloguing infaima-
don is transferred from one system to another? None of these things
could be considered, in this state of development, without reference
to the applications of EDP and various machine communication aids
such as Telex. Central plamiers for public library service in this State
will need to establish an expertise in the fields of modern information
storage and retrieval, and, having done so, be able to relate this exper-
tise to the needs of librarians in the field. At the present time the only
considerable expertise available to us in the public library field is that
possessed by the Regional Librarian at Heidelberg. Other forward-
looking librarians are following his lead. But, this much needs to be
said, the hard-working public library administrator cannot afford die
time to be shopping around for systems, and if he or she attempts to
do so they will either neglect their primary duties with ill effect on
their services, or they will make confused decisions based on incom-
plete and misunderstood observations.

Central cataloguing, as it was practised in Victoria by the former
Free Library Service Board, is not the answer, not even if it were
provided by computer. As pragmatists we should be able to use
known strengths, and the known strength in this instance is the
remarkable quality of the programme written for Heidelberg. This
with later developments which are allowed for in the programme
should attract all of the attention we can afford to give to this area
of development. It would be a major rnistake, in my view, on the part
of any public librarian with the necessarily limited resources of all
kindsfinance, staff and ability--to attempt to develop any other
pr-ograrnme. Such activity would be highly 'speculative. I have out-
lined eliewhere a plan for development-,Of EDP cataloguing for the
rest of the public libraries in this State.

_ .

Levels of Reference Service.
is my belief that the Victorian Division of the Public-Library

Section shoukl attempt to define a policy regarding the levels of
reference and infarmation service they wish to attain in the next
decade. Ai present the position is confused.

The standards of materials selected in this area, the standards of
staffing, the standards of equipment and space provision, vary enor-
mously froin system to system. Obviously much closer definition is to
be given to the roles of public libraries in this area as related to that
of the State Library and other agencies. In due course I have no doubt



a state plan will touch on this area. In the meantime we are surprised
that no attempts in Victoria have been made, within a particular
library region area, to harness the total library resources of the areas
as has been done by such plans as Hultis, Hertis and Nantis. Those
libraries which are now formally established could make a striking
advance in this way. But I am not sure if this is true of all libraries,
and while many libraries are the reverse of complacent, there is
some evidence of some degree of complacency with a few, and an
indication of thinking limited by the horizons of their nearest
municipal boundaries. We cannot any more accept the proposition
that public libraries in Victoria are primarily lenders of recreational
reading material, and that the heart of their operations is at the
circulation control desk.

A vast effort has to be made to extend the thinking of our Govern-
mentsState and Municipalon this issue, and constant demands
need to be made to provide the staff and the finance necessary to pro-
vide sophisticated reference service and to use the expensive hardware
and software necessary for that. It goes without saying that this effort
will be made by the Library Council of Victoria, but it rrrist also be
made by every librarian working in the field with all tin- means at
his disposal.



PAPER 2
The Role of Government and Public Libraries
T. N. -WOODROW. A.L.A.A Chief Librarian, Camberwell-Waveriey Regio
Library.

1. Before considering the relationship between government and
libraries, some thoughts on the origin of our government system is
desirable.

There are many similarities between Australian and English
government and libraries, which is only to be expected. It is, however,
the points of difference which are of prime significance.

In England, the first form of government was provincial or local.
During the course of history central government was established to
which limited powers only were ceded by the provincial authorities.

Developnient in Australia has been basically as follows:
State government conferred certain 'powers on local authorities, para-
mount amongst whieh was_ the provision and maintenance of roads.
Federation took some other powers from the states and more recently
the collection of income tax.

.

The funclainental difference to which I would direct your atten-
-tion, is that in-England, rhe-power to tax for conaiminity activity has.

remained with local goVernrnent.' -The responsibilities of local authori-
ties are -greater, irickiding in- -some instanees education -and law
enfordeinerit.

Converiely. ill Aus ralia the principal taxing is administered by
the Federal Authority which returns part of_ the _tax to the states in
which is was raised. State government in turn disperses ,some of_ this
tax .tti local authorities and of course 160.1 goVernment obtains most
of its finance from rates.

Local goyernment baS progressively been charged 'with proViding
increased Servieei. The inability of many districts to raise the_finance,

'Ici'adequately provide these services ,is eVident. In Country areas, many,
irmriicipalitiei,are approaching their Maximum rate of 20c in the $1.0(1
Njy.Y.),- and we ,-are' all --aWare of the absence 6r silb itandard quality

of many of stheir underfakingsv-%
This stump:On; is:billy:realized,- by -state_ governinent, and--the fact

s

- that,they provide inbSidy,IOr many 'aetivities,-whielf aye-stated-to be -the
_

,

I I
I responsibility of lecal,goi,erninent; iST,clearly an admission of this, fact.

StiliSidy then is ,riot the financial assistance reqiiired to operate -a
s



library or other service at a satisfactory level, as it may appear to
be. It is nothing more than an inducement for local authorities to
undertake a service; although they are unable to cope with. the
financial demands to adequately meet the desirable standards of such
a service.

Further, if in England, a municipal district fails to establish or
satisfactorily maintain a library service, it is mandatory -upon the
county to perform this function. In Australia, communities can be
starved of these services without embarrassment to any authority.

What is the answer to the library in this complex tax situation?
The obvious one is for local authorities to be empowered to raise
adequate finance to discharge the responsibilities with which they
have been entrusted. The possibility of achieving this is too remote.
Federal aid cannot be hoped for until libraries better perform their
functions and raise their status from the position in which they are
currently relegated, i.e., 'social servicesi. How this is likely to be
achieved under the present restrictions will be discussed later under
the role of state government.

2. Let us now consider the provision of essential library services
and the authorities which I ci ,sider most appropriate for the respec-
tive functions. It will be tk.cd that I have said essential, yet you will
see that many of these duties are currently not being undertaken.

Federal Government:
) The building of a

Australii .

national coil

. .Recording the holdings of the nationNationat Union Cata-
logue and the circulation of this information with constant
up-dating. It is here implied that computer produced cata-
logues are essential and 'the lead should be given by the
National Library to enSuie Compatability-of other library pro-. _

prammes which may be introduCed at a later date.
Indeking of periodicals and at least onr one national news-

_paper.
(iv) NatiOnaL clearing centre.
(v) actiVities inclUding acting as the national centre

for-international activities. _

B. State GOverriment:
(i) The building of a st4te ,c011ectionstate,,, library- (a research

c011ection; stalehisIory Iáid archives;- Vureau information _of
all special libraries and _special; collections , in the state, and
their -lending policies; a reference sei-Vice).



(ii) Co-ordination of the libraries of the state and implementation
of the state government's policy for acIlieving a co-ordinated
library service for the state.
Establishment, in conjunction with 1 cal authorities, of re-
gional reference libraries.

) Training of librarians.
C. Local government:

(i) Provision of an efficient library service, accessible to all the
population, through static and mobile services.

(ii) Such service to providereference, study and lending service
by books, periodicals, pamphlets, records, maps and visual
aids_

(iii) Research collection in local material.
S. A. To date, the municipal library has derived assistance from

Federal services in use of their printed catalogues such as Australian
National Bibliography, the borrowing of books on inter-library loan,
and use of the national clearing centre.

B. The Victorian State Government recently conducted an enquiry
into library services and as a result passed a new act.1

The Victorian branch LA.A. submitted recommendations2 to the
Board for the conduct of libraries and after investigation, Sir John
jungwirth submitted a method of action in his report.2 The major re-
sult of all this is the setting up of the Library Council of Victoria, a
committee of nine with the State Librarian as executive officer, charged
with the responsibility of providing and co-ordinating the library
services of- the state. The passing of the new library act, which was
eagerly awaited, neither charges the council with areas of responsi-
bility, nor provides them with powers to enforce co-ordination of
services. Finally, lack of adequate finance prevents any of the desired
functions being satisfactorily achieved.

Most of_the deficiencies of the state library could be
overcome if it was granted sufficient finance.

Unification of the state's library resources isn't possible of achieve-
ment under the present act. The government has_ already conducted
inVestigations into the present size and pOphlation units of local
governmen 1.4 We .are all aware of the uneconomic' size of many of
our existing library areas, yet- the Library Services Division can, only
look on until the 'move to regionahze-comes from the local authority.
1 1905. Lihrary Council of Victoria Act.

L.AA. Victorian Branch. Submission to the Board pf Inginry
in Victoria:. 26-: Jul*, 1963.
Report,. of the Board of Inquiry into Library Services in VictOria. 1964:

4 1962. 11.eport of'Committee of Inquiry into Local Government.
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Unfortunately, regionalization may only result in combining two weak
library areas to form one larger weak one.

Local authorities have established their services independently,
usually without thought of even neighbouring library service. The
role of the Library Services Division in co-ordinating these services
is evident when one examines the work being done by the recently
formed Municipal Inter Library Committees.

The Library Council of Victoria is the only established authority
to plan a library service on a state wide basis, yet it is without the
necessary authority. It is frustrating that an ineffective act prevents this
important role being fulfilled.

This so-called democratic process is hard to justify when it enables
the establishment and continuance of sub-standard uneconomic libra-
ries; when councils can appoint unqualified staff; when, in the face of
drastic shortages of qualified staff, those available are engaged in
repetitive tasks for individual councils such as cataloguing, when a
co-operative venture would release half of them for other urgent pro-
fessional work; when bookstock can be acquired at any standard and
without regard to the part it can play in resources of the state, and
when councils can evade these responsibilities altogether.

The only prospect of municipal libraries providing a service worthy
of recognition for increased state, or federal aid, within its existing
financial limitations, is to weld these independent libraries into a uni-
fied service. That this can be done I have no doubt, and collectively,
public libraries could exceed in resources and service all other libraries
of this state. If public librarians earnestly support such a scheine, the
service they will render to the whole of the community and for the
whole of each borrower's life, cannot fail to receive its justified support.

4. .1 have covered many of the- aspects of local government hbra-
ries under the heading of state, to which they are inseparably linked.
However, _it juitifies repetition- to say local authorities are not obliged
to provide library service, and should they decide to. do so, the only
obligation upon _them is to provide 20 cents per capita l'he remedy
to this lies of course in amending the act. 'Local government should
be obliged to adopt a plan for library development. This- would assist
in showing up areas of weakneSs and may offset the] present aimless
development of our libraries. Stich a plan would acquaint the local
and state' goVernment of likely future commitments arid May support
the case for capital grants to be made available for buildings, as for
baby health centres, etc.

,

5 Municipal Inter tibrary Committee ictoria) formed 19/5 /1966; Subjects con-
sidered:,(a) Subjecf Specialization; (b) Inter-library loans; (c) Reciprocal member- *.
ship; (d) Central clearing house for withdrawals and discards; (c) Compilation of
a Union Catalogue.
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Most reference collections have permitted token service only.
Greater attention to reference service, and provision of study facilities,
particularly for the independent student, is an obligation of local
councils.

Local government has for many years attracted staff, particularly
in less affluent times. The current shortage of qualified librarians in
the municipal field and the fact that a large percentage of the library
students are committed under plans such as the Public Service Board
training scheme is proof of changed circumstances. Provision of suit-
able staff is part of the responsibility of local government in the pro-
vision of libraries. If the present situation is to be overcome, then a
scheme through the Municipal Association for student assistance com-
petitive with existing schemes should be instituted.

The role of local government in the provision of library service,
should be in full partnership with the Library Council of Victoria.
Local government provides the service under the advice and guidance
of the Library Services Division working with the librarian. Council
looks to its local requirements while the Division protects the overall
state development. Jointly, schemes to co-ordinate, improve, or affect
economies are arrived at and implemented on 'a state-wide basis.

This makes the final point. The respective roles of federal, state
and local government, each have their respective areas of influence,
but in regard to libraries they are all working to a common end.
Therefore, the plea is for improved lines of communica lions between
these bodies, and the frequent opportunities to meet, express problems,
formulate plans and work together to mutually solve the difficulties.

SUMMING
While -agreeing with most points raised during _Mr Reid's paper

and the _discussion following,, perhaps it was '1-ot-so_ ririuth a matter of
-the state and_ local gOvernmeht -reaching', the- limit:of being -able ,to
pay but more likely they,are reaching the_limit of preparedness to pay.
A- good library_ service:, is ,the -best 'P.R.' -a, libraiy-can, haVe although
there ii-a need for a- ca-oPerative-effOrt to,use' 11-.R': to-persuade-govern-
ments to Vend more' ey branion-On lirries:', , , ,-

. ,

.,
`. -f-il-:; : ,' ' '-'7--- a -'

. The basic,pranciples =o ,, Ili rary neg i s are- no un _erstoodlby some--
councils. There =is a peed -fOr?edncatiort Of local_ainhoritiei.The pro--

T -vision- of ViCt6rian :stafidaras'4s :essentiat,and- theZ'Libr.ary "Services
' bivisicin ,haS ai.-u obligaiibii;;!id: tirovide!ieeliirdcal -ini6iMalirarA.Vict6ria _

s _ahead of "other statei in :_regionaf ':: deVelOpMent _zand_, the -: library .

---resotirces of Melbourriec,Will` bgeome-Part of .,the,tOrtat"46o:tikes of the .
. , , . .
hole state. .

-_ ,



Mr Woodrow's paper referred to the problem of implementing the
state government's requirements at local government level. One need
not argue with Mr Woodrow that local government is unable to find
the money. It is unable to find this money for purely political reasons.
More money will have to be provided through higher rates. Man-
datory legislation is essentialthe library act is a weak document.



PAPER 3
Regional Library Systems and Regionalization
KENNETH J. LING, r.c.A., A.L.A.A., City Librarian, Melbourne City Libraries.

To introduce this symposium on regionalization, this paper con-
fines itself to a discussion of the kinds of regional library systems in
operation, and of the arguments for and against the regionalization of

library services, with particular reference to library service in the state

of Victoria.
What do we mean by the terms 'regional library systems' and

'regionalization'? Librarians and the public will give a multiplicity of
answers to the question. Most answers will be couched in somewhat
vague and imprecise terms. Most will consider a regional system as a
central energizing core radiating service to one or two or many other
points around a circumference.

Few will have, thonght of a regional system as an encircling cluster

of dynamic pressure _groups compelling a central- organisMg unit to
disgorge service and supplies on demand.

These two Opposing views of a, regional system can best be illus-
_

trated by comparing the, principle of the gramophone turntable, with
that of the music box. In the gramophone, the turntable is driven from
the ;centre, and the ,perimeter of the turntable is carried along by the
driVe from the te tre. In the music box (using discs, not cylinders), the
disc receives its d 've from the perimeter, and the centre of the disc is
carried-along, willy-nilly.
, I think ,thc eleareSt way in which-I can .d fine these two elements

_ .- i

of regional hbrary service,,is this:
decentraliiatiOn of Virtually all the personal serviees to loCal hbra-
ries, and centralization of all the impersonal serVices to regional
headquarters. Of course there must be some exceptions, but the

principle reniains valid., ,
First and foreniost in the-minds Of librarians and councillors alike,

when, the word regiondlizatión Is' mentioned, is a fear of loss of
soVereignty for"._ their library:or municipality, in any'regional system.
Therefore, let-tiS look-at this aspect 9f sovereignty, aro-rind which most

of the ,arguments against regiOnalization 'fiave, their-roots. .

_

We, ;are muniCiPal librarianS'irnining _Municipal library -services.
Put more preciiely, We,are l pe a l =lib iar i ans running _local:library ser-

Vices,-- because _municipal, govermrient is -esieritially, lop-al governnient.



Fear of being swallowed up in a take-over by some larger, more power-
ful organisation is common to all spheres of modern activity. Local
government is wary of state government. State government fights to
retain its power from the federal government. The corner shop fears
the self-service octopus, which in turn fears the huge shopping com-
plexes in regional centres, and so it goes on.

Fortunately, regional library systems can be established and can
function legally and successfully without individual libraries and in-
dividual municipalities losing their identities or their autonomy,
except to a minor degree.

All the usual arguments put forward that the local councillors
know best what their electors, ratepayers and citizens (in that order)
need most in their municipality, have many elements of truth in them.
So too does the argument that the local librarian's knowledge of local
residents and local readers' tastes is greater than that of some faceless
regional librarian cloistered in his ivory tower, many miles away.

But like all arguments, there must be two sides, or there can be no
argument, and the other side of the argument is mainly concerned
with size and quality. Size of population, size of rate income, size of
library expenditure, size of book fund, size of salary range, size of
career range, size of building provided.

Add to these the limits which must inevitably be set by individual
units of local government, to the number of professional staff it can
employ in its library service, and hence to the quality of its staff, to
the quality of its in-service training, and to its service to the reading
public In co-operation with other municipalities under a regional
system, rather than in splendid isolation, any individual unit of local
government must gain in breadth of vision, councillors and council
officers alike.

Regional size is not of importance, unless its component parts
benefit at local level. Size has Many advantages, both in' the- field of
political influence, in ,commerce in relation to cost of materials, in
the rationalisation of services, in the maximum exploitation of
esources, and the attraction of staff allied With the establishment

senior gTaded positions and realistic salary scales.
What I envisage as our aim in regional library service in Victoria,

is the retention of a large measure of autonomy at local level; and the
continuation of the undoubted asset of the local element in library
service.

At the same time we should enjoy all the advantages which a large
stock of books (using the word books in the widest.sense), a large pro-
fessional staff, a -substantial- book fund and adequate centrali7ecl ser-
,vices (including transport), ,can bring to 'local library services.



So I repeat, let us centralize our impersonal services a d leave our
personal services decentralized at local level.

It is these personal services that I worry about most of all. Having
been in close contact with the training of students who intend to
become future librarians---I venture to suggest that there will be no
shortage of library technicians producing catalogues, reading lists and
bibliographies, or selecting a balanced and comprehensive bookstock.

No, what we hck most, and are likely to continue to lack, are the
efficient, tactful public relations experts in the form of departmental
and local librarians who know both people and books.

All the skills and expertise of a vast professional staff at a regional
headquarters, in producing an adequate bookstock efficiently pro-
cessed and catalogued, can be almost completely nullified by a gauche,
tactless, or uninformed approach to the public at the local level.

This brings me back to my theory that the true strength and driv-
ing force of any regional system we devise in Victoria should derive
from the component local units. Skilled professional staff- in the local
library can make books work, can store and retrieve information, can
extract from a reader what he really requires rather than what he
thinks or says he requires, and can follow through a request and
ensure prompt attention and efficient service.

All these things generate work locally, which in turn drives the
central regional unit along to produce what is required in quick time.
This tends te, minimise the temptatibn to build up a large central
general lending unit, to the detriment of 'local units, and saves draw-
ing people away from the .perimeter to the centre. There have been
many large library systems operating sia,cessfully without full cata-
loguing or even without a catalogue, but I know of none that have

roperated successfully without a 'public..
This brings me to the point where the many known advantages

of a regional library systeni should be enumerated.. Therefore, I would
like to sketch in outline what I think -should be the pattern of a. .regional library system in this state of Victoria.

There are two varieties of region, metropolitan and Country. For
the greater metropolitan area, I envisage_regional library, areas, being
defined-and declared in_which the Current population would be around
300,000 with a- potential maximuni of 590,000:

,

, In certain areas'Where developiiiei4. is Most premounced the regions
would be-- defined with the'iclea_ of "fiirthei_ division into iwc; xegicths
as populations _,exceed the ,rnaXimutn. ,- . _

_

,-_ ,Populations- of this,order -would: mean- the_ gathering-,together of
.- -.-some six to, eight municipalities, iinto a :1-egional rseheme. ,-Based un'

2, current library -expenditure4by ,mettopolitan mimicipalities,:plus;_sub:



sidy, each regional library complex would have an annual library
budget of at least $800,000, and a book fund of at least $200,000.

Country regions would be of two levels of population. Regions
fowled around the so called 'provincial' cities (Geelong, Ballarat,
Bendigo, etc.) would aim for a maximum population of around
100,000-120,000, and other country regions for a 50,000 population
maximum. However, in these latter regions, lines of communications
and distances would be a compelling factor.

It would be possible for each region to afford its own transport
system, namely one van, which could deliver daily supplies of new
books, ready catalogued, and ready for issue: The same van could
effect inter-library loans and returns, and 'also pick up consignments of
binding and withdrawals. And the operatiye word is daily;except for
country regions.

Many of us are continuously striving to maintain standards in book
selection, ea taloguing, processing, binding, and withdrawing or replac-
ing in our administrative departments, often to the detriment of our
work amongst the public and the lending staff who represent us.

Under regional grouping, book and catalogue services would be
centralized. With these time consuming activities removed from the
local scene, the City Librarians in each muniCipality would have the
opportunity of being known to his public and 'to his staff. Note that
local susceptibilities would demand that"the title City Librarian or
Librarian would be retained at local level, and would not be changed
to Branch Librarian.

1-le or she would have opportimity for research into readers' needs,
maintenance of bookstock, and the 'establishment of_ good public
relationi. 1Jse coukl at last he made of all the statistics and their
analysis which have been sc faithfully kept -for years to no purpose,
and time might even be sel. aside to delve betWeen the covers of books
instead of arotmd their jackets.

Let us not be too concerned with the wOrd 'centralized when
speaking of these services._ They are often_ also ,known by the terms
regional', !co-operative' or 'state' all words guaranteed to arouse local

. ., .

sensitivity. The "following definitions :are taken from !A.L.A.- Library
Statisties:, a Handbook of Concepts,, Definitioni and Terminology'.

. ,
-

.

" CentrRlized,_ processIng::=The_ordermg of books,' preparation of
Catalogue reCords' and phYsical' preparation of hooks in ohe library or

. ,
a centraF`agency, for all libraries ,of a s'yitem or, area.-

'Co-Operaiive syst,Ein.--A group' or independent, and-autonomous
librarieS,'banded-'together ,-br,informah'of formal:-agfeements

_
,
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tracts which stipulate the common services to be planned and co-
ordinated by the directors of the co-operative system.

Co-operative services:--rhe common services planned and co-
ordinated by a co-operative system'.

The A.L.A. Regional Processing Committee reported that more
than sixty public library co-operative processing centres were in opera-
tion in 1966, involving 2,000 independent public libraries in the
United States.

The average annual budget for operating such processing centres
in the United States is given as $140,000 to process 60,000 books (10,000
titles). Funds for such co-operative processing were obtained either by
contract charges, Government subsidy, a per-book charge, or ratio of
individual library income to centre operation cost.

The Southwest Missouri Library Service commenced a co-operative
processing centre in 1957, and has been the model for many other
centres established later. It comprises three city libraries, five regional
libraries and six county libraries with a total population of 360,000,
very akin to the kind of population figure in mind for a metropolitan
system in Victoria. Operating on a non-profit basis, its operating costs
for 1966-67 were $38,000.

Whilst no claiin is made that overall costs will be reduced it is
clear that increased efficiency is possible in a larger unit possessed of
proper equipment, Well-planned physical layout, and professional
supervisory staff.

Centralized processing services and the greater opportunities for
personal service which they engender are but a small part of the wide
range of benefits which could accrue from regionalizadon. By the re-
construction of several hundred miscellaneous library units of assorted
sizes and standards into a small group of large regional systems a
number of important facilities and- benefits are made possible. Among
the most important are the establishment, within one regional library
system, of:

(a) a comprehensive balanced book colleetion of significant size
(600,000 volumes), capable of virtual self-sufficiency within the
region. ,

(b) The planned allocation of that bookstock to co-operating
libraries- within the region.

(c) The storage in stack,, centrally, of lesser used works for inter-
library loan, on request, or for student browsing on personal
visit.

(d) The provision of an adequate reference collection of substantial
size, both as a regional reference collection 'and as a duplicate
loan , collection in support of-local quick-reference collections.

28
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The provision of extension services such as multiple-copy play
collections for drama groups, multiple-copy music scores for
choirs and small musical ensembles, record and tape collections,
films and film strips with projectors, picture collections, vertical
files of illustrative materialsthe list is almost endless.

(f) A regular daily service of new stock, inter-library loans and re-
quests.

(g) Quality publicity material, reading lists, bibliographies and
exhi bi tion art-work.

(h) A more comprehensive range of designated positions making for
a wider range of salaries and better career prospects.

(i) Rationalization within each region of stationery, charging sys-
tems, processing arid book selection.

(j) Greater opportunity for adequate in- service training and plan-
ned professional qualification.

(k) A general amplification of procedures and routines, of benefit
both to staff and public.

These are bur a few of the benefits which could accrue, and
most impottantlythe majority of them are of direct benefit to the
reading public. At state level it would be possible for the Library
Services Division to be relieved of a great deal of its present impossible
task of inspecting several hundred libraries each year. Each Regional
Librarian would be able to ensure that uniform standards were main-
tained throughout his region, thus limiting inspections to regions
rather than individual libraries.

A state-wide municipal library system of, say, some seven or eight
metropolitan regions, and fifteen to twenty country regions, of the
calibre and size envisaged, would be likely to gain greater govern-
mental recognition and support than our present disjointed system.

Such a system would also be of greater significance as a resource
at national level and as a group of agencies worthy of nationa cog-
nition and co-operation.

But above all, ;this kind of regionalization opens tip many more,
opportunities of obtaining government assistance and subsidy in kind
rather than in direct cash subsidy. Instances of this kind of assistance
are to be found ;throughout the ;United State& and Canada and are
admirably set out in the January -1965 issue of 'L__ibrary Trends'.
Such indirect' subsidies include state government grants to cover costs
of regional reference and information services, or to cover costs of
entralisecl.processing units. Federal funds -were used to enable State

surveys of library services_to be made. Financial aid is also given to-
wards the estahlishment of union catalogues, and to the establishar;:nt
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of regional c ntres as opposed to processing units which provide
materials and services to local libraries in their region, including pro-
fessional advice and in-service training. The regional centre also has a
large stack bookstock which can be made available as and when
required by local libraries. All costs of regional centres are, in general,
met by the State.

When we are considering any scheme of regionalization for the
State of Victoria, two trends at present taking place in- Great Britain
should be noted. On the one hand, in the Greater London area, we
have the amalgamation of existing boroughs and parts of boroughs
into new larger local government units, each with a population of
around 250,000-300,000. In contrast we have at least two large County
Libraries, with populations of 870,000 and 780,000 respectively, and
areas of 630 sq miles and 800 sq miles, who are actively considering
de-centralization into units of 250,000-300,000 population. These areas
equate to approximately one third of the total area of Tasmania, or
one quarter the total area of Greater Metropolitan Melbourne.

A future increase in the number of qualified and experienced
senior staff in Victoria would allow decentralization of personal library
service to the public to be successfully achieved. The many benefits of
central control would, however, demand a high level of top manage-
ment at regional level. Local library systems should expect to receive
from the regional authority a speedy delivery of books, efficiently
catalogued and processed, coupled with co-ordination of development,
uniformity of policy application, uniformity of internal and external
relationships, avoidance of unwanted duplication, and provision of
high quality specialist services.

Many of you no doubt be thinking that.,1 have neatly, skated
over all the problems associated with regionalization, or have even
ignored them entirely. But differences in,regnlations, charging systems,
standards of service, book provision, financial support, and the like
are but irritating ,matters to be overcome in view of the very real
benefits to be won _by co-operation through regional systems. And, are
we not agreed that these differenceS tshould no longer exist?

So, finally, Iet me ,underline this concept of regional systems: There
should be strength and'efficienCY at the 'centre, where the impersonal
services are* operation, but:the driving ,force rernains at local level,
at the =perimeter, so to.:speak, Offering -personal 'service-to 'the publie
and demanding efficient seOice from the, regional- service centre: In
this Way` there: i a 'Part 'for every'player,, and- everyinie:has a- part to
play. Aftet,all, is not` thauilr -true Meaning,of,c6-operation? This kind
of regionaLlibrary:serVice, is in my'-bpolt, co-oper*tion and 10

._common sense.



PAPER 4
OPtimum Sizes f Population and Area of Regional Library
Services
M. CAREY, A.L.A.A, Technical Officer. Library Services Division-

The title of my paper may lead you to believe that I shall present
you with a clear cut picture of minimums and maximums for units
of library service. This, I think, would be over-simplifying the prob-
lem. There is no more complicated fiekl of study in librarianship than
that of library co-operation, which, of course is basic to this dis-
cussion. By its nature it implies an appreciation of the purposes and
functions of libraries of all kinds and of the need of readers who make
use, or are encouraged to make use, of their library services.

Victoria: But before I go any further, a brief look at Victoria and
our present set-up. Victoria has a present population of nearly 3.3
million of which nearly 2.2 are in the metropolitan area, and a total
land area of 87,884 square miles. When 1 speak of 'metropolitan area'

refer to that definition of the metropolis prenricled by the Libraries
Act 1958, and promulgated from time to time by ,the Governor-in-
Council; the latest definition being May 1965. The definition of the
metropolis therefore, for library purposes, includes not only those
municipalities described as _coming within the Melbourne Metro-
politan Board of Works town planning boundary, but fringe munici-
palities such as Knox, Sherbrooke, Eilyclale, Eltham and Whittlesea.
It does not, as yet, -include Bulla, Melton or Werribee, although
believe that as more -development comes to the western side of Niel-
bomne, these places Will shortly become metropolitan also. [These
.areas are, now inchiclecl within the metropolitan boundary as- defined

, .

by the M.M.B.W. as from, May 1968. This was not known at the time
of writing].

Pofiulatiqn Ificreases:,Fi -ires:-conipiled-in the- riivision, shoW ;that
between 1958 and 19_87 88%- of die total,poPulation inerease occiirred
,in _the metropolitan area, ,which toves only- 1,114 square miles and
in all 67% 'of VictOria'sYtotal'pePulation.-"This,'indicates_ that abOut
-one- third of! biir sdistribuited tlirongliont 'sdrne _

86,000 odd -,square-_ Miles of ;country _with: '_otily,a small increaSe in ,

population recorded over the last nirierea.i:S.11_ talking ahant`populais
,therefo:te,' I think We must confine ItstirielyeS , _ the

_metropolitan-, area.: By -, 1985- MelboUrne will, on ,:'presentfprediction,
-be -3 .7, million, and 'by, ille:year-g006,- 5 'iriillion:_,Crinsidering thig; 1-



think we should show concern finally for the sound development of
local government units, particularly in the metropolitan area. and
secondly be concerned with the organization of large units of library
service, bearing in mind that predicted increases will probably have
little affect on country areas, although the size of the area will pose
problems that are not metropolitan.

Local government: The first problem belongs to our 'civic fathers'.
Attempts to bring a more economic structure of local government in
Victoria were made in 1959, by the State when it appointed a Com-
mission of Inquiry into Local Government. It made many recommenda-
tions for more satisfactory units of municipal government in the
country, many of which we subscribe to already when recommend-
ing regional library services. It made no specific recommendations
for the metropolitan area except to say, it was over-governed; but it
did list those inner municipalities surrounding the City of Melbourne
which conld form a possible union. It has been left to the Rogan
Report to propose a definite union of Melbourne, Fitzroy, Coiling-
wood, Richmond, Prahran, St. Kilda, South Melbourne and Port Mel-
bourne. The Rogan Report has some pungent comments to make on
local government and it is hoped that its recommendations for a
Greater Melbourne will be successful. Some further study of the recom-
mendations of the 1959 Commission of Inquiry would certainly be
of merit at the present time.

The second concern, the organization of large and viable units of
library service requires some consideration in this paper, but a brief
look at present library development would put what I have said
about Victoria's population and size into perspective.

Lthrary services: There are 46 metropolitan municipalities. Only
eight of these are without library service, and only two of these belong
to the inner area, the other six-being- fringe-municipalities. There a7e.
164 country municipalities; 50 of these still have no library-service, the
majority With very small uneconomic units of population, which
makes difficult the Provision of adequate service. There is still 14.57

. 473,385 Victorians wub out library service, of which the greater
number (334,788) are in the country. Regional Library Services in Vic-
toria at present number 20 (hicluding Albury), embradug co-opera-
tiOn between some 70 -councils, with a total population of 692,378-
Four regions are in :the metropolitan area, the biggest being Camber-
well-Waverfey with a population of 170,000. The_other 16 are in the
country, the largest being those .centred aroilnd the provincial cities.
This means that Only about 24% of the population served_iS within
regional library services at present. During 196869 five more regions
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are projected; four of these will be metropolitan, and vary in size from
50,000 to 150,000.

The idea of systems is therefore not new. Already I. believe we have
too many in the country, with library service that is limited, inade-
quate and substandard. The matter is complicated by the wide varia-
tions in the geographic size of local government units, and the
distribution of population and wealth.

1Vature of the problem: The two main factors that make access to
good public library service difficult is the sparseness of population
and the cost of library operation.

The Free Library Service Board recognized this problem in 1965
when it commissioned its office to draw up a plan for regional library
development. Since then the Library Services Division has been
acutely aware that in the formation of regional library services some
of the most important considerations are:----sufficient finance; that
proposed amalgamations will be large enough to provide economically
viable units; the necessity for skilled and qualified staff; and the re-
quirements for legal agreements.

To date, regional library development in Victoria has lacked
direction along plannecl lines which would suggest approaches by
which to cope with the problems of providing all citizens with reason-
able library coverage, of upgrading the quality of library service where
it is low, or below standard, and of securing effective co-ordination
of public library services in metropolitan areas.

Sizes: Only twenty years ago a minimuin population size was con-
sidered to be 25,000. By 1956 this minimum figure had been raised to
include from 100,000.to 200,0001 people.

jungwirth suggested 'a minimum of 35,000 and a maximum of
500,000, although on present day costs of library service ancl- under
our. present subsidies-and grants,-I believe this ,minimuni figure is too
low. The Roberts Report 1959 and the subSequent Working Party
Report 1962, culminating in the Public Libraries and Museum Act
1964 fixed 40 000 as a nunimuju. Certainly a library system serving
less than 25,000 would have a hard task- a population of 50,000 would
appear to be a more desirable mimmurn in most eases,- and closer to
100,000 for probably the 'Jest. results, although the .1966 Public -Library
Standards set a.`ndnimum population of 150,006 E.* &library system.

In an American= publielibrary analysis by Winger2- in 1962 he_was.
not .Surprised to find- that the average library serving fewer than
50,000-failed to meet the standards; the average library serving 50,000
1 Howard W. WingerCharacteristics of the medium sized public _library (In

Carnovsky and Winger. -The Medium sized:public library: its status and future).
2 Ibid.



to 100,000 met the standards for book collection and acquisitions,
but was below the standard in personnel. The average library in the
group serving 100,000 to 150,000 people had much stronger book
collections and acquisition programmes but fell well below standard
in personnel.

Standards: It is therefore to standards that we must look, for
guidelines. The recent Minimum Standards for Public Library
Systems, 1966, published by the American Library Association, recom-
mended a minimum population of 150,000 and set the headquarters
book collection at not less than 100,000 volumes. The total system
should have at least two to four volumes per head in areas serving
populations of 1,000,000. Annual acquisitions should be IAA per capita
in areas serving up to 500,000; and lA per head in areas serving over
500,000.

Perhaps these goals are coming closer if not as ambitiously, in
the draft Standards for Public Library Services in Australia prepared
by a sub-committee Of the Pubilc Libraries Section, and which will be
considered again by General Council at its meeting in August this
year. Recommendations embodied in the document suggest that a basic
population unit should be not less than 25,000, and in densely popu-
lated areas over 1,000 to the square mile; the minimum population
unit should be 250,000. The minimum library service requires a book-
tack of 50,000 and an annual acquisition rate of 7,750 volumes, with

a minimum of one member of staff per 2 500 population to provide
reasonable service in a fully developed system; and not less' than- one
third of the staff should be qualified librarians. It also suggests the
State Library Authority should provide public library service when
the basic population unit is- below 25,000._

Perhaps N S.W. is_ somewhat ahead in tins .sphere., In 1959. the
Library Board prepared a document on public library_objectives and
standar& which was put out by the Local Government3and- Shires
Association of N.S:W.' Last ycai the Library Board of N S W published
a revised 'Public-Library Objectives artd Standards',-We are generally
fannliar with its recommendations stich as" not'less;than,.60% non-
fiction; -book Provision of 3 book§ per head for populations ,between
psoo and 10,000, 1.75 books per head for populations between 100,000
to 200,090, 1,5 books per head for populations over 200,000,-and 'one
member of staff for every 2,500 of population-is desirable:

we' haVe the Standards for Public Library Service-in Neu? -

Zealand promulgated ,asrecently as:.1966. believe, Though, that, the
-New Zealand .Standards break, dciwiVas a .;-tritlf- nsefnl 'doeument,
although a valtiablerTnide,, because theY, provide bettli mini/intim 'and -
provisional standards. Bearing in mind the differentAypes of public

_
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library service in our various States, I would hope that any Australian
standards for public library service woukl resist any pressure to pro-
vide standards at two levels.:

In England the Roberts Re/oit. zri 1959 marked the beginning of
a long debate on the structure of public library service in England
and Wales. It was however, the Roberts Report and the subsequent
Working Party Report that provided the basic thinking for this
Division's submissions to the jungwirth Inquiry, and it is pleasing to
note, that much of the Division's submission became embodied in the
final jungwirth recommendations.

The Roberts Conunittee hekl the view that the amount of money
spent annually on books by each authority is a major common factor
which is least affected by purely local conditions and which in its
turn influences expenditure on staff'. The conclusion; therefore, in
1959 was that an autonomous authority should spend not less than
5,000, or 2/- per head of population annually on books, whichever is

the greater.
In 196'1, Jungwirth -recommended than an Australian equivalent

would be an expenditure of $14,000(A), with a minimum annual book
acquisition of 6,875 volumes, involving .an expenditure on books
equivalent to 17 cents per head.

Cost of service: With the provision -of standards the larger unit is
the only likely survivor, and generally is the most econonaical. Ap-
pendix 4 of the jungwirth Report 'clearly shows that the Cost of library
serviee,for a pcipulation 'of .gfvoo is nearly 'twice as lunch per capita
as for a .population of 800,000.It is interesting-to.note that jungwirth's
figure-of $1.33 as the average cost of :ptiblie,library_service in -1963, was.
reviked'to $1:60 bY AACOBS-in 1966. Irr'llictoria a:recent'calculation,
has arrived at a figtire of almost $2 per head:

Plan of regional library areas: The ccist factor is perhaps the most
important element that -has:caused the Library Services Division to
focus, its.,-attention ,in more recent years on, the formaticin Of Viable
Units' of library-,sery!ce._

'Apart from_ the Diviiion's constant_ reiteration that -the viability
Of a -servite 'depenels.:on'=,whether_ the:finance;available _is adequate to
prOvide ai'miniinuM level offSerVice for the_area--;under:consideratiOn,
there has been-hitle-atierriPe to-:Clefine areaS, officially _

:In the ';'late;1950'S':the--:Free:::Library- 'ServiCe:Board' made -some
tentative.plaii-,Of':country.regions;;along the lineS. Of ,the:-Central Plan-
ning -Authority's ,twelVe regions;-,lnit thisnever ,.-gbi;to firsr_base, wiuch ,

rhapsii3-'1ust au well As, ic-ftvpuid; have_ restilted in sanie 25- -regional
library-set-Vices.;
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Trends indicate that there will be very little increase in the
population of the country area. The major problems of regionaliza-
tion in the country lie in the need to amalgamate those too small sub-
standard regions into viable units, and to bring those areas without
library service into regional schemes. This will be a difficult task to
plan as there are already so many regional library services, varying
in area and population.

I have indicated that the development of regional library services
to date is considerable, and progressing, but the future success of
regional services rests in the promulgation of an overall plan, for
both country and metropolitan areas.

Recently I completed a document for the Division's Executive
Officer on a regional library plan for the metropolitan area. I wish
to emphasize that in our present state of development and under
present circumstances I believe a plan of metropolitan regional library
areas, is of prime importance. I have proposed that units be large (up
to 500,000) as I believe this allows for a fairly flexible development of
union, joint or regional library services within a particular area. The
five metropolitan regional library areas I have proposed may take
many years to fully develop and initially may be comprised of more
than one regional or joint library service. It may even require, with
population expansions, a redefinition of boundaries. However, for
those councils willing to co operate' at present it would provide guide
lines for a pattern of development.

Late in 1967 the Library ,Board of N.S.W. published A Proposed
Plan for NS. W., which is a proposal for the country only. As the
report points out, its primary intention is to draw attention to the
advantages of regionalization and specifically to seek the opinion of
local authorities as to the 'feasibility of the suggested boundaries. The
plan is therefore a tentative one and not definitive.

The main purpose of the N.S.W. plan is to advertise widely the
Board's policy in support of the formation of regional library services.
For these-reasons the report is valuable, and is in advance of our
actions in Victoria, although not really in advance of our thinking.

Legislation: If regional library areas are defined, State and National
Standards promulgated, the Library Council will need strong support-. ,
ing legislation to provide the authority that, in my opinion, it lacks
at present.

- It- has 'been- said that the Libraries Act 1958, Section 13, was ade-
quate for the formation of regional services, if only loosely. It provided
the r;ower for one- munkipality to, contribute to 'any other municipality
for, free library services rendered. It may 'also be said that.the Library
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Council Act, Section 14 provides likewise, because the wording of
the section is exactly the same! There has been, as you are aware, some
legal controversy over this section of the Act, to the extent, that in
1965, the validity of the Latrobe Valley Regional Library Agreement
was found wanting, and the service foundered and disintegrated. From
this the Free Library Service Board realized the need for new legisla-
tion to enable the formation of autonomous regional library commit-
tees, which, it was thought, had not been adequately provided for by
either the Libraries Act as it was then, or the Local Government Act.
The efforts of three years were finally rewarded when the Local Gov-
ernment Act 1958, Section 799 as amended in Decembr 1966, made
provision for the formation of autonomous regional library commit-
tees. I believe however, that this is not sufficient.

am thinking along the lines of more powerful Acts such as the
American Public Library Service Act of 1956, renewed in 1961;
the Public Libraries and Museums Act, 1964 which will have a pro-
found influence on the future of library co-operation and regional
library development in Great Britain; The Ontario Public Libraries
Act, 1966 which came into force from the 1st January, 1967; its
influence will be far reaching in the setting up of regional library
services to eliminate poor quality -service. All these Acts give par-
ticular attention to the provision and planning of regional library
services.

Aid: I want to finally touch briefly on aid for regional library
services. The Regional Library Grant is at present $50,000 with
promise of an increase to $75,000 in 1968-69.1 This is only a start 'in a
gigantic enterprise. There is some hope for federal aid in the future,
but I fear it is some years off yet. When it comes, I would hope that
there would be some plan for its direction to approved state regional
library systems.

I am, however, of the opinion that the basis and conditions of allo-
cations of the Regional Library Grant require revision and rethinking.
Because of expanding populations, metropolitan, regional library ser-
vice will be able to reach minimum st---idards of service.

It is somewhat more difficult for the country. The present 16
country Regional Library Services vary in population from just over
12,000 to over 77,000 and in size front 27 square miles (Peninsula) to
8,960 square miles (East Gippsland). Some present.. services could be
amalgamated into more economical units, but some are so geograph-,

ically isolated and so scattered that acceptable levels of population
size may never be possible, e.g. I_Ipper Goulburn Region.
1 Still $50,000 in 196940 estimarcs eds).



Perhaps a different basis of subsidy is necessary; perhaps bookgrants-in-aid could be a compensating factor in the building up ofadequate resources in those headquarters of country regional services,where there is a real difficulty in providing the necessary resources forthe area. I am suggesting the sort of aid provided in the New Yorksystem when a grant of books is made on a 4 to I. matching basis overa ten year period.2
There are different regional patterns developing in the variousstates. I do, however, favour the Victorian and New South Walesco-operative pattern. Our present considerable development in region-alization leaves us at a critical point. We need a declared plan,standards, legislation, state and federal aid to advance into the futureof sound regional library systems and a greater measure of co-opera-tion to bring this all about.

'-' Jean O'ConnorRole of the medium sized public library in the 'System' NewYork) In Carnovsky and Winger, The medium sized public library: its statusand future.
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SUMMING LTP---PAPERS 3 & 4
J. E. SIMKIN

PAPER 3
I. There is a need to define regionalization and co-operation as

different activities. Regionalization, in the Victorian situation, in-
volves centralization of control. Co-operation retains individual sov-
ereignty.

Library activities are divided between impersonal (clerical, techni-
cal and mechanical) and personal (professional) services. Impersonal
services need regionalization for economy and efficiency; Personal
services need small units with individual sovereignty acting co-oper-
atively, in order to maintain high standards of personal service.

Local government in Victoria tends to resist loss of sovereignty but
becoming aware of the need for co-operation for economic opera-

tion.
2. Regions in Victoria are -on three levels--m tropolitan, prOvin-

ial, country. They may be regions' as such or areas of co-operation.
3. Centralized services in regions or areas 'of co-operation:

Reference service; Inter-library loan; Extension ,services;
Publicity; Staff administration; In-service training.

4. Government assistance' -to -regional and co7pperative operations
--Special grants, -aid in , kind, regional centres, regional reference
libraries, etc.



PAPER 4: Summing up cont.)
I. Sizes of local government areas vary for economic operation of

different services. Library areas are not necessarily suitable for other
services.

2. The concept of maximum and minimum sizes is based on an
attempt to realize standards. Various overseas standards exist. Vic-
torian standards are needed.

3. Victorian population patterns and growth predictions. Country
areaslittle future growth. Metropolitan areasextensive future
growth requires flexibility and possibility of future redefinition. Iso-
lated areas are a special problem.

4. Legislation is required to enable regionallzation of various types
and to strengthen co-operative activities.

5. Government aid to substandard areas outside practIcal region-
alizationaid in kind.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
What are the criteria for setting population figures of 300,000 or

5001000 or others for areas of co-operation? Strength and variety of
bbokstock, staff structure, geographical size, siinilarity of interest, etc.

are all factors.
Figures are based on consideration of the Victorian situation. Vic-

toria warrants its own study and each possible area of co-operation
considered on its own merits.
The following points were also raised in discussion:

1. The mandatory requirements of U.K., U.S.A. and Canada are
more spedflc than those of Australia concerning standards for regional..-,_services.-

2. Factors important in determining sizes of rcgional units are:
(a) rateable value of municipal unit;
(b) size of population;
(c) type of locality.
3.:Library legisladon should be Federal, not State; standards .for

country areas should be level with those of metropolitan regions.
This could be ensured by library councils increasing subsidy and
paying larger r-egional grants to country libraries.

1. Assistance to snialIer regions could be in the form of book
selection, staffing, etc. as in some areas.of N.S.W.

5. Basic needs are large central 'collectidris in provincial cities,
with travelling libraries; co-operadve planning and buying; develop

-merit of inter-library :loan services and Subject specialization.
6. Automation of regional services could be investigated.
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PAPER 5
Some Trends and Developments in Readers' Services
M. DOWLING, Deputy Librarian, Camberwell-Waverley Regional Library.

A.L.A

In this paper we will consider three main subjects: reference libra-
ries; the library's public; and hours of opening. I would like to
emphasize before we begin that I have not attempted to be compre-
hensive; to cover, or even to mention, all current trends in readers'
services. I would like to thank the many librarians who have given
so generously of their time by granting me interviews, and who have
replied to my letters.

REFERENCE SERVICES
One of the first things that strikes the observer of Australian public

libraries at the present time is a growing interest in the provision of
reference services. It may be as well to look briefly at the reasons for
the neglect of reference provision till now, and at the reasons why
it must expand.

Why haven't the users of public libraries vociferously demanded
reference libraries before now? A large majority of the population of
each State resides in its capital city, and the State Library has, until
fairly recently, provided a central reference library accessible to most
of its metropolitan dwellers. Only, in the last 20 years or so has it
become apparent that one reference library is inadequate for, say,
over two million people. Also a widespread lack- of knowledge on
the part of the public as to what a reference library can proVide,
naturally limits expressed demand.' A major reason- for neglect is a
shortage of money and staff at the inauguration of a library service
and, faced with d decision to develop either a reference collection or
a children's library, most librarians have understandably chosen to
have children's services. An other reason could be the librarian's own
inability to define loCal reference needs and to find a place to start in
providing for them.

Many have also sought acceptability for a-new library by placing
the initial emphasis on circulation services, which have an immediate
appeal, hoping to'progress to reference services later, when, the library
is generally accepted in the community.

A massive eXpansion of reference servicesi essential because of
the general riie in educational standards and an ever-increasing aware-
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[less of the ltbrZLryS benefits; an expanding population; a rise in the
ntunber of students, and, as pressure on colleges and universities
grows, more students working outside these institutions; and lastly,
the move by firms away from the city centre to suburbs and country
centres.

'What reference services should a public library provide? Without
laying clown hard and fast standards, I would say that at least 10%
of the total stock should be reference books. This should include (as
well as encyclopaedias, dictionaries, (Iirectories, indexes, and so on);
standard works on each subject; periodicals; reriorts, official and non-
official; travel guides and holiday brochures; atlases, maps and charts;
timetables, pamphlets, trade catalogues, illustrations, and other fugi-
tive material. In other words, it shouldn't just be a copy-book collec-
tion of the world's best reference books.

would like to put in a plea here for the provision of commercial
information to the business community. As an interstate colleague re-
minded us recently the business sector is very inflnential, particularly
at the local level and the provision of a commercial library, geared
to the needs of the community, would probably do more to gain
acceptance, and further benefits for the library as a whole than any
other single project in which the librarian could engage.

The locally acceptable standard of reference service varies enor-
mously from librarian to librarian. To one it is quite in order
that a local businessman has to travel 16 miles to consult interstate
phone books, while another will give an amount of attention to refe-
rence queries usually found only in special libraries (and sometimes not
there either). Some librarians seem unduly reticent about buying any
reference books beyond the roost basic, expressing doubts that sufficient
qtieries would ever be, forthcoming to justify purchase. In a letter
Mr j Lander says: In my experience, every extension of service
beeoines justified by the use it receives too often such projects are
frustrated by claims that the public would not 13e interested. One of
the main resons for the generally poor state of public library,service
in Australia today, is the timidity and hesitation to do more than start
from small tentative beghinings and to base growth almost entirely on
the cauti6nary use of these.' (1 would have liked to use that quotation
to illustrate almost every pomt in this paper, by the way.)

The local reference-library should 13e able to handle all enquiries
than can'possibly come to it. For anidea of the variety of these, I refer
you.to Denis crogan',s book 'Case studies in,referenee -work' (Cheshire,
1967). -Vou will notice I -say 'handle; not 'answeethere_ is 'a neecl

,for,greater knowleclge'of other sources, and a system for the adequate
flow-on of qu'61-ies needs to be devised. But -this, and the-introduction
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of telex and other communication systems, does not absolve the
librarian from providing a basic reference library, as outlined. Neither
should the subject specialization scheme be used as the excuse for
not purchasing anything beyond general reference material. In my
opinion, the funds of the specializing library should be conserved for
the more out-of-the-way and expensive items.

In any discussion of reference services in Victoria, it is inevitable
that, before very long, the idea of regional reference libraries will be
mentioned. This plan, placed by this Division before the Jungwirth
Commission, is for several large regional libraries, comprehensive in
scope, to ring the metropolis, and to act as regional reference centres
for the suburbs and adjacent conurbations as the State Library of Vic-
toria does for the central area. Since this has not to date been adopted
as policy by the Library Council of Victoria it is preferable, I think,
not to limit discussion to this type of concept, nor even to assume
that it will take place. I see reference provision as a part of each muni-
cipal library service, not to be shrugged off as a State responsibility.
Even if we had 6 or 10 State Libraries in Victoria, they would still
need to be supplemented by sound collections of reference material in
local libraries.

THE LIBRARY'S PUBLIC
It is impossible in the time available to deal fully with services

o all groups in the community (students, adult education, the elderly,
etc.), but I would like the librarians here to try and look at their own
libraries through the eyes of a section of the population much larger
than we generally suppose----7-the culturally deprive& or the disadvan-
taged. These are the people who for many reasons, cannot compete
successfully in society. They are the ones who haven't got it; who are
never quite able to cope. They are often children of depressed families,

.
-

and their children in turn start life With a whole range of ready=made
disadvantages, which they neyer-manage to overcome. They may have
an inadequate standard of income, housing, food, -clothing, health;

_

education, or a combination of these, which ensures :that their situa-
tion is self-perpetuating, for themselves and their families. Th;s seg-
ment of the Australian Society is well described in 'The hiddeh
people: poverty in Australia' by John Stubbs %(Cheshire,1966).

It must be stated at the- outset that there is virtually no real,
scientifically collected ,and,analysed data on the,public librarY in this
country; on reading and non-reading, on users and non-users; ,and
that until a proper sociological survey-has-been ca led Out and evalu-.
ated, no analysis of the library's' role can be fei ulated,--even -on a

_

tentative, basis_
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We certainly know, however, that culturally deprive(l people viewthe library, as 'an alien, strange, bookish, intellectual institution. It isextremely quiet, not physical, exciting or colourful; it is stuffy, a placefor "squares" or "brains. A disadvantaged person coming into alibrary feels completely out of place because you have to know howto do things to make it work (look in catalogues, find rnimbers onbooks, etc.). IJsually he retires defeated. He could ask the staff? Thereare grat difficulties of communkation between a person linable toformulate and express his needs clearly, even to liimself, and the aver-age librarian or library assistant. Actually, the whole library is gearedlargely to the needs and demands of the micldle class and unless theuser can acquire certain skills necessary to exploit this bourgeois-orientated system, he is automatically excluded from using it. Themiddle class group which presently takes up almost the entim outputof the public library resources and services is of course of far greaterpolitical significance than the culturally deprived, which is for themost part completely inarticulate. Their leaders have not yet emerged,as they have in the U.S.; they are in isolated groups having little orno contact with each other, and overall numbers are not such as toconstitute a major politkal force.
'We know also that the language barrier increases where there isa large recent migrant _intake. This is bound to become a greater andmore diversified problem as Australia seeks migrants from a widerrange of countries and ethnic groups.
liVe have come to the problemshould the pulalic libraries try topnavide services for the whole population? If for the disadvantar,ed,what form should it take? Or should we concentrate our limitedresources ori doing the job we know how to do, for which a provenneed exists, and avoid the risk of fragmenting our resources and doingnothing well?
Whilst appreciating the need to maintain and build up standardsof existing services (paid for incidentally, by the whole populationmost Australian librarians with whoni, I have discussed this problemare consciotis of the need to provide serViCes where none exist atpresentfor the deprived, the semi-literate and illiterate, and forMigrant groups. _I .qtrote from 'ALinessage to. Americair librarians'May, 1964, by Sargent- Shriver; Special Assistant to the President: 'Itis cornmonly- believed . that the poor .coming out of .deprived back-grounds with, little culture or learning, are not motivated -toWardbooks or learning. This is a myth which you can help to, oVercome.The poor want to _learn, to enjoy and to laenefit from the fruits of

=

learning.



'A library which does not attract new users becomes merely a symbol
of the status quo. You must reach out to the under-educated and
give them the kind of help that they ned and can use. We have the
tools to do this job through new library techniques and reading
methods. It is to you that the educators of the country must turn for
these tools in their pre-school and school programs and the adult
illiteracy program.'

The t.ouble is, we simply do not know what kind of a service is
needed, or how it shoukl be rtua. Separate services do seem essential,
administered by the Chief Librarian, but using specialist staff in the
sociological arid educational fields as well as, or sometimes instead of,
librarians. Series or programmes consisting entirely of media other
than books have been found very successful in the United States (all
libraries should in any case have facilities for filins, tapes and TV).
Where books are provided they should include light recreational read-
ing; how to do it books; job training manuals; guides to family living
and personal development; and particularly guides in simple terms
to such subjects as housing, employment, tax, hire purchase, state
education, and social welfare benefits. In these subjects the library
should work in close liaison with government agencies and ccartmtmity
organizations which would supply practical advice, as part of a co-
ordina.ted programme. Many of these hooks will need to be specially
written. The provision of expendable collections of uncatalogued
paperbacks in bars, clubs, beauty salons, and la.unclrettes, has also
I3een done in the U.S.

The provision of books in the native languages of migrant groups
has received, as far as I know, little attention here. (I mean up-to-date
popular and practical material in Greek, Italian, Polish, etc.; not the
classic authors of French and German literature, which, plus the
elderly (Ionations in brown covers, seem to make up the typical
Foreign L.anguage collection.) It may be possible to extend the Subject
Specialization Scheme for Victoria_ so that one library system collects
and co-ordinates all the material in one language, sending out rotating
deposit collections to other libraries in suburban and country areas.
Assistance would be needed on a State basis in financing, selecting,
purchasMg and staffing for such a'scheme.

Even accepting the fact that i programme for total library service
ould employ a large n umber of sociologists, social workers, educators
nd others, we shall still need librarians too flow are we to overcome

the difficulties of communication, already referred to, between the
depressed and migrant groups, and library staff? There are indications
that we can recruit from within our ranks, and from students seeking
places 'at our library schools, enough people with sufficiently strong
motivation to this type of work, IA Ito could be given 'special training.



Social Studies figure increasingly in library school syllabuses, and
library service for the disadvantaged could appropriately be studied at
post-graduate level.

Other groups from which increased demand may be expected are
the aged, or 'senior citizens', and independent formal students outside
institutions of tertiary education. These students will not generally
have ready access to any library other than the public library, and
their needs for programmed reading could well strain local resources.
Services to 'senior citizens' also await the serious attention of librarians
in planning reading courses and .arranging discussion groupsthis is
one area in which use could possibly be made of voluntary help.

HOURS OF OPENING
Weekend opening, and the extension of opening hours generally,

is a recent development in Australian public libraries, though the State
Library of Victoria once opened on Sundays, ceasing about 30 years
ago.

Sunday opening has a long history in the United States, from its
humanitarian and philanthropic beginnings in the 1860's. Weekend
opening of American public libraries was surveyed in 1962, but
because the systems surveyed were the largest in the United States,
serving cities with difficult local government and population patterns,
the results are of limited application in this country.

Here the idea is gaining ground (but slowly) that it would be
good to have places to go in leisure hoursgalleries, libraries, even
shops maybe; and to make this possible, someone is going to have to
work to keep such places open. It hardly makes sense to provide,
stock and staff a library, at considerable expense, then to close it
when most people are free to use it. The large number of commuting
students in Australia's capital cities, who live at home and travel each
day to their college or university some distance away, are not likely
to make the journey again on Saturdays and Sundays to study in the
college library- for them there is a definite need for weekend opening
of public _libraries

Several Australian libraries have recently, commenced extended
weekend hours. The Municipality of .Waverley, and Warringah Shire,
N.S.W., open on, Sunday,_2-6 p.m. and 2-5 p.m. respectively (hut not
on Saturday afternoons); in Victoria, Essendon-BroadmeadoWs, and
Nunawading, remain-open till '5 pan. 'on Saturday. As far as I know,
no Victorian public library opens on Simday.

, There is no dimbr about the enthusiastic and delighted response
from the public to -weekend opening. In. Waverley, N.S.W.i 'rarely



are there less than forty people using the reference facilities at any
time ... on Sunday (capacity is about 60). There can be few librarians
here who could doubt that Saturday and Sunday afternoons would
he their busiest times, if their libraries were open then.

Taking it for granted that at the present stage of library develop-
ment in Australia, as greater services are offered so the demand on
those services increases; what are the ideal opening hours? I have
asked many librarians this question, and there has been little variation
in the answers. Most are agreed that we should open not later than
9 a.m., and close at 9 p.m. or 10 p.m. Monday to Friday, and pre-
ferably Saturday as well (otherwise compromise on 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Satur-
day). Sunday afternoon opening, and possibly Sunday evening as well,
is favoured. It is thought there would be little use on Sunday mornings.

How are the libraries staffed at weekends? Part-time staff, working
under the supervision of the full-time senior staff, are employed in
three of the four libraries opening after 12 noon on Saturday. Whether
weekend duty is voluntary or compulsory for full-time staff, no great
difficulties in securing co-operation have been reported: 13nalty rates
apply, according to the State Awards, and initial opposition from the
Union has died away.

Now maybe you are thinking that any extension of the present
hours is impossible, for lack of both money and trained staff. But is
it? Though full services (reference and circulation, for adults and
children) are desirable throughout the extended hours, much can be
achieved by opening for partial 'services say, reference only. This can
be done with only one or two staff, supplemented by pages (nsually
student employees) or by_ hall-keepers, whO may 'be on duty anyway.
Though partial service can be justified -only on the grounds of
economy, as a temporary measure, it does provide a basis on which
to expand.

CONCLUSION
-_- Some of ;yon -May think the things we've been_ talking about, par-

ticularly services _to the disadvantaged'. and weekend opening, are
rather outside, our. spheresomeone else's concernnot the ,job of the
public library eo provide., Couldn't* be :that we have far,top'`narrow
and circuMScribed an ,idea "of_ What- the '_Ipublic library Should 'Consist
Of? TrulY,We tAe Ont.5definition-,of what athIng:is,Jrom what ,we -see_
it-to.be'made up pf;._;but if _We:go -on-doing:that we shall only preserve
the, statns_ quo,We'are=Obviciusly too far iris'among the, trees to get an

,- °vex-MI: impre'Ssidn of the wood Our first need is Lo AvOri in close
conjiinction' with- the= sOciologists to try- arid, reach' a_ definition of the
1i-brary's', _

_ _
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PAPER 6
Standardization and Centralization of Technical Services-
Possibilities and Limitations
C. S. WATSON, U.COM., A.L.A.A., Chief Librarian, Brighton City Library. ,

The definition of technical services I am using for this paper is one
to cover those processes and procedures carried out in the running of
municipal libraries which have nothing in particular to de) with the
profession of librarianship. Most of these things are concerned with
doing physical work on materials or maintaining the business records.
They involve the acquisition and usage of equipment, statiOnery, book
processing and binding, publications issued by libraries, loan systems
and practices.

I am not going to be concerned with the pros and cons in the
matters of book selection, readers' services, cataloguing and classifica-
tion, excepting the physical production and distribution of catalogues,
and keeping in mind that 'S. and C.' projects can be evaluated in
terms of saving valuable time of professional staff for professional
services to readers.

What I do propose to do is to have a look at the various business
practices involved, practices which we have in common in some form
or other with other enterprises both public and private, small and
large. Then keeping in mind how these are carried out in the fifty-
odd independent services, varying tremendously in their scale of
operations, I will offer some opinions on the possibilities for standard-
ization and on what types and degrees of centralization could be
worthwhile.

I must stress first that as a general principle I am very suspicious
of the concepts of 'standardization and centralization. To entertain
them through yearnings for neatness, tidiness and for power and status
is a dangerous folly because of the .evils of rigidity and bureaucracy
they can create.

The species ant has perfected standardized productive and social
units, wherein even reproduction is centralized. I prefer muddling
hurnaiiity.

In common with some aspiration of the student revolt in the
world. I am against policies which make more and more people more
and more inaccessible to decision-making affecdng their daily lives.
I favour raising of standards in anything rather by widespread action



and understanding from below than by relying on imposition and
manipulation from. above. What is achieved by co-operation is pre-
ferable to what seems to be achieved by dictation. Therefore I am not
putting forward any consideration whatever for a long term aim to-
wards a single state-wide library service.

Furthermore, the economic efficiency possible by increasing the
scale of operations is never a direct variable. Usually there is a rapid
gain in efficiency with falling unit cost with earlier increases in scale,
then gains are spasmodic, then they tend to fail off, or become
negative as administration and distribudon becomes more cumber-
some, compleX and remote.

Take an example like producing stationery for inter-library loan
administration. For fifty libraries to each get a thousand sets of
forms printed independently to their own design interpretation of
what is needed would be an irresponsible folly of expensive con-
fusion. Agreement on a standard design and a single printing of
50,000 is obviously sensible, saving everyone a lot of time and money.

However, to go for a slightly lower unit cost by getting 250,000
or five years supply printed would tie up someone's capital and pre-
clude improvement for five years.

The scope for this sort of action, though, is very limited. Most
of our stationery has to be individual in text. One item which is not
tied to changing systems is ordering statiOnery. There is very little
difference in the format from library to library; in fact we could do
With co-operation to make order slips visually distinctive by colour and
symbol. I get three years' supply, covering 15,000 orders, to get a
reasonable unit cost.

Another field partly explored by the Library Week Committee of
Victoria is production of publicity material of various kinds, making
possible production iluitq outside the ability:_of almost all libraries.
Why not use that body to centrally produce a prestige booklet, at
100,000 copieS per printing, explaining public library service in
general terms to go with the specific information leaflet most of us
prOduce to hand out to'new readers or for enrolment publicity. Such
a publication could Make an linage' contribution in the level of the
publications of banks, oil cOmpanies, city emporiums..

One ,hears occasionally wishes expressed for .standardization, at
least to some degree, of OUT charging syStems. I Can see no real Virtue

.

in, this at all which would outweigh the enormous coSt and the need
fa leaVe this field wide open for e, periment. and development. Let
compassion, exantplc and persuasion -prevail, aided by Centralized
encouragement which I shall 'come to shortly.



The problem looming in the future of borrowers crossing our
boundaries can be more economically met by enrolment at the visited
library, or a separate set of records, under its charging system, with a
verified authority issued by the home library.

Worth investigating here is a standard form of authority, centrally
printed, as each library will require a relatively small quantity; all
libraries should be in agreement on the form and size of such an
authority item anyway.

A centralization project which might be worth considering is a
report centre for delinquent borrowers whose unannounced move-
ments in and out of our library areas are a major and constant
source of book losses as we all know. All borrowers vanishing without
returning books totalling over $5.00 in value could be reported, and
monthly or bi-monthly lists issued, to metropolitan libraries at least.
These would be checked against registration files and any new ad-
dresses reported direct to the suffizTing library for further action. If
there were general knowledge that theft from one library would ale7t
other libraries, it may have some salutory effect.

Actually, full regionalization offers the best scope for gains. In
effect practically all technical services come under central control and
are standardized throughout the participating municipalitiessta-
tionery, charging system, book processing and so on. This seems to
be generally overlooked in the arguments for regionalizadon, widch
usuLdly feature the benefits of larger book-stocks and of keeping down
the number of chief librarians sapping the public purse.

Yet the simplest way of gaining econondc advantages by scale of
operations over the widest range of technical services is by regionaliza-
tion.

I do feel however that economies in technical operations do not
have sufficient room for improvement to be determining factors in
the optimum size for any region. This is because much of our work
is not suitable for mass production techniques, e.g. book processing,
repairs, binding, bulk purchasing. Even the smallest library can get
most of the discounts offering on materials by programming purchases
over two or three _years.

The larger library unit however can afford equipment or prijhting
projects out of question for the small library, and provide a wider
range of services.

Perhaps book binding is an area where no conceivable an4 desir-
ably sized library region in Victoria could spend enough to varrant
its own, bindery equipped well enough to beat existing serv ces. We
all depend on shopping around for private contractors who ome and
go. 'There is going to be a steep increase in the volume o binding

.



required over the next ten years as more libraries progress from
childhood to maturity.

Most binders are operating on a very small scale compared with
overseas; apprentices are rare, workshops primitive with skilled men
doing unskilled work. I have strong doubts that private enterprise
left to itself will be adequate. It will continue to charge us for its
inefficiencies. Dunn and Wilson probed Melbourne a few years ago on
the possibility of setting up a subsidiary but took no action.

I envisage the possibility of an independently managed concern,
perhaps instituted co-operatively by a group of larger metropolitan
libraries. Its van would make a weekly circuit of the metropolitan
area. A substantial part of its operations could be receipt and check-
ing of periodicals direct from publishers, binding as required by
individual libraries with weekly delivery.

Collectively we could sustain at least one large bindery, well equip-
ped, well staffed, giving better quality and faster service at lower cost.

The jungwirth Report contains a centralization proposal which
must be pursued. It concerns small country libraries scattered about
the State which do not or could not fit into any natural or feasible
regional scheme. Through subsidy by book-stock instead of money,
part of both professional and technical services would be centralized.
The computer produced catalogue now adds extra appeal to this
proposal.

Within two or three years' time, I hope to see an active pro-
gramme to assist country regions to start multi-copy computer pro-
duced catalogues as a substantial contribution to. raising the standard
of their services. Libraries in my opinion are socially and information-
ally far more important in country areas than in the metropolitan
area. Yet the difficulties and deficiencies we contend with are chicken-
feed compared with the country librarians' lot.

To help the country librarian in particular I am anxious to see an
adequate technical services advisory section expand in the Library
Services Division office.

I see the functions of this section to be:
(a) Collecting data from manufacturers, overseas and interstate as

well as local, on equipment, materials and methods.
(b) Providing a central place where we can pool our evaluations

f experiments and experiences with equipment, materials and
methods for others to benefit from successes and failures and time
spent on investigations.

(c) Circulating a periodic -bulleCin digesting reports and evalua-
tions,' as advocated last year by this D'vision of the Public Libraries
Section.



(d) Acquainting field officers (when they exist ) vith what is going
on, who has what equipment and so on, so that when field officers
meet a problem in their travels they can at least be a go-between for
the problem-man and the solution-man.

(e) And perhaps even providing for an investigator to do a lot of
the leg work: the preliminary evaluations, pricing and checking,
which so many of us now do independently and repetitiously.

Another form of central aid to more even progress in technical
services, and avoidance of repeating old mistakes, would be for the
Library Council of Victoria to encourage and subsidize visits by
librarians to other libraries, perhaps making it a pre-condition even
to approval of appointment where the new chief librarian had
limited prior opportunities to study or experience a variety of methods.

The means, then, by which I am suggesting that we can pursue
any worthwhile gains in efficiency and economy in technical services
through the devices of standardization and centralization are modest
but practical.

1. Regionalization in which centralization and standardIzation
naturally follow in a most practical and manageable way.

2. Central servicing of small libraries outside the regional pattern.
3. An effective central advisory bureau.
4. Centrally or co-operatively sponsored establishments for specific

jobs where expensive equipment and a specialized group of personnel
would yield significant advantages not otherwise obtainable, e.g., in
production of computer printed catalogues, in bookbinding, in inter-
library transport. Or alternatively, actively encouraging private enter-
prise to rise to the occasion, e.g., data control and computer program-
ming.

5. Co-operative or co-operatively sponsored printing of stationery
or publications which can be commonly used by all libraries, possibly
with overprinting or minor additions for individual application.

6. Provision of particular services, or joint use of equipment, by
one library to another by contract.

These are the immediate future possibilities that I see as practical
and desirable for technical services for Victorian municipal libraries.

SUMMING UPPAPERS 5 and
WILLIAMS
From Miss Dowling's paper the first_ point was a reference made

to commercial (special) libraries and the ways a Municipal Library
could work more closely with them.



The problems of building a reference collection could have been

given more attention. The municipal libraries' role is to make their
collections at all levels as comprehensive and as attractive as possible

to give maximum assistance to underprivileged and disabled readers.

Also one of the main difficulties in obtaining staff to enable
municipal libraries to open during weekends is the inability to 'tempt'

prospective employees.
Regarding Mr Watson's paper on Centralization of Technical

Services, it is agreed that a smaller regional library could meet the

needs of the community better than a state-wide service. One should

tailor a library service to meet the needs of the people and not expect
the people to adapt to the library services' needs.

The public libraries now feel able to take on their own responsi-

bility with the exception of co-operative schemes. This feeling of self-

dependence of municipal libraries was noted in both papers.

DISCUSSION
Questions which Mr Stansfield asked were:

PAPER 6
1. Is muddling humanity preferable to inhuman centralization and

standardization?
2. Is a 'black list of delinquent borr wers desirable?

3. Is a state-wide centraliz201 library system undesirable as a c

cept and if so, why?
4. Should the Library Services Division provide part of the library

service such as cataloguing on 'a centralized basis?
5. Are Mr Watson's proposals visionary enough for this infolina-

don explosion' age?
6. Can we afford to aPow individual librarians the right of choice

on topics such as cataloguing and classification to the detriment 0

all efficiency and standardized systems?

PAPER 5
1. Is it the responsibility ofI the ocal public library to provid

specialized reference services or should these collections be centralized

2. Is it only the lack of funds and lack of adequately trained sta:

which has inhibited the development of these Services.

3. If the Municipal library is a middle-class institution issior

ary work justified *to encourage library usage by 'the richer and .poore

sections of society? In any 'case is the municipal library justified in el

couraging new members when it cannot adequately cope With tF

ones that it has? When the trend is toward Saturday closing of publ-



services, what is so different about municipal library services that they
should be open six or seven days a week?

Is this aggressive outgoing concept of municipal library service a
social force for the good . .. this hunting down of every last potential
borrower with the whole of the library staff in pursuit like a pack of
bookish amazons? Is this the role of the public library or is it merely
a passive service waiting, like Maud, to be quietly used in the garden?

GENERAL DISCUSSIONPAPERS 5 and 6
Contrary to Mr Watson's statement that experiment and develop-

ment came out of small units, most research is carded out on a large
scale by large organizations.

Objections to large units are not technical but rather social and
political.

Compared with large scale organizations which are obviously
efficient such as oiI companies, steel mills, shipping lines, etc. we are
dealing with individual services which are difficult to operate in a mass
produced distribution system.

The library should provide books, reader's and other services such
as films and records but the librarian should not take on the role of
a social worker.

Another major point was the desirability of the library opeaing on
Saturday and/or Sunday contrary to the trend of other services closing
over the weekend.

It is important that libraries endeavour to reach more people.



PAPER 7
Personnel Administration in Public Libraries
P. A. THOMAS, r.L.A., A.L.A.A., Chief Librarian, Caulfield-Malvern Libra'', Union.

My subject this evening will inevitably include much concerning
duties and qualifications, but the subject of personnel administration
is vastly greater than these.

I should like to emphasize that I shall speak about municipal
library problems only. Should I at any time use the win'. 'public
library' this must be construed to mean 'municipal public library'.

During the past year I have studied the problems of municipal
library personnel from several angles: that of an employer of staff;
that of a member- of the negotiating committee for salaries and condi-
tions of service; that of a member of the State Librarian's Advisory
Committee on Personnel; and, of course, that of a professional
librarian who is a member of the personnel of a library.

These studies have probably revealed nothing which has not
occurred to othersthere will be no dramatic disclosures made in this
talkbut I believe that by assembling some of the results in a new
form a useful basis for thought and discussion may be found.

The first problem encotintered by any Chief Librarian in appoint-
ing staff is that of attracting persons of the right calibre. There are
many features Of municipal librarianship which make it difficult to
obtain an& just as importantly, to retain suitable staff. Let us have a
look at some of these.

We have, firstly, to ove come the poor image of the municipal
library. The reasons for this poor image are many: the reluctartce of
municipalities to pay for services of a proper standard; the failure of
the State Government to maintain subsidy at a realistic level; the
poor publicity received by municipal libraries in the various media.
Beyond these, however,. I suspect lack of proper appreciation of the
municipal library in professional circles;- meek acceptance of a
Cinderella role by librarians both in respect- of their authorities and
of their professional body; ana a fuddy-duddy approach to adVertis-

g-
I'recommend the problems of the image of the municipal library

as a project for study both by this section and by the Municipal Inter-
I,ibrary Commi tee.



Our award has a poor salary structure. Not only are overall salaries
inadequate, but its other failings are manifold. Particularly obnoxious
are the differing rates for male and female employees, the lack of
salary advancement for females over 23 years of age, poor rewards for
responsibility and lack of payment for shift hours.

Our working hours are awkward. Nowadays, when even the banks
are closed on Saturdays and the Post Office is moving towards a week-
end shut-down, the Saturday working requirement has little appeal
to the job-applicant.

Travel by public transport is becoming increasingly difficult, and
more importantly, inherently dangerous in the hours of darkness.
Young women have an understandable reluctance to travel at night
by the infrequent trams, or on the trains running to unmanned
stations. With reason, they do not feel safe walking alone in suburban
streets after dark. Is it any wonder they do not willingly undertake
late shift work?

We must accept that, leaven it as we may, much of the routine
work of a municipal library is dull, mundane and repetitious: it has
little appeal for the youth of today. Moreover, there is certainly a
need for physical energy and physical endurance: characteristics too
often sadly lacking in those who do offer for library work.,

We must cope with large numbers of people; carry out what is
virtually police work to ensure that the library's property remains
the library's property and, because people are not uniformly co-opera-
tive, face difficult situations arising from breaches of the library's
regul ations.

Finally, in this depressing catalogue of unattractive features of
municipal library work I would mention a factor which I am sure
contributes to staff loss:

The municipal library staff is under the necessity of accepting
with equanimity the rudeness, condescension and, indeed, outright
arrogance of a small, but painfully noticeable, section of the public.

Perhaps these may be considered negative reasons for the difficulty
of obtaining and retaining suitable staff. There are also positive ones.

Of the many persons leaving school each year only a proportion
would be attracted to a career in a municipal library. But of this
relatively small group many do not -now enter employment at the
chool leaving stage.

Young people are under great pressure to achieve tertiary educa-
tion. If it be possible at all they will go to university, technical college,
teachers college, or even full-time library school. Many of theM seek
such openings by a process Which I can only describe by the estate



agents' term of 'multiple-listing': they put themselves down for every-

thing possible and take whichever is offered. My own experience is

that .staff appointed late in the y;.:arOctober onwardsleave in

February or March as university and college places are announced.

Then there is the competition from other types of employment.

Many of the young people who, at one time, might have entered

librarianship are now entering teaching. The attractions of this are:

(i) It is still possible to train as a teacher with only the Leaving

Certificate as a pre-requisite-

(ii) The inducements offered by the Education Department, which

include three years' full-time study with payfour in the case

of teacher-librarians.
(iii) The fact that female teachers receive equal pay with male

teachers.
(iv) The growing status of teaching in an education-conscio s corn

munity.
(v) The value of teacher-training to those who wish to travel

abroad.
We face stiff competition from other forms of librarianship, too.

You have all seen those Commonwealth
advertisements. In that service

salaries are better than ours, conditions are better, hours are better

and. educational opportunitywhich includes such features as two-

years' full-time library school studies on salary, besides special facilities

to work for a degreeare infinitely better.

There is not time tonight to discuss the opportunities offered by

company and special libraries, but these are becoming more numerous.

Be it remembered that in the private sector an employee-may be paid

according to his abilities, not frustrated by the artificial barriers of

staff structure, arbitrary qualification levels and length of service

requirements found in the public service.

These, then, are some of our problems in finding and appointing

staff. What others are there?
The Library Association of Australia's moves towards a graduate

requirement for Associateship have had a dampening effect upon staff

intake. The aspiring youngster cannot in all honesty be advised that

she may work in a municipal library,' study part-time and become a

fully-qualified profes:3ional librarian -with unlimited career oppor-

tunity. Many pbtentially good entrants are deterred by this and enter

other careers, or other forms of library work which offer better oppor-

tunities for study to the high levels required.

Students who qualify by full-time study at library school and/or

university present another Set of problems to the employer.



Here I should mention in passing one of the questions which the
inception of full-time library schools necessarily raises. That is: who
is going to select the future professional personnel of our libraries
the employers, or the library schools? There is food for thought!

Students who do qualify by full-time study seek to enter the library
service at a professional level. This is quite understandable, but it
presents problems for the employer.

The introduction of paper-qualified, but inexperienced, staff at a
senior level may well cause resentment amongst the existing staff.

To combat this the entrants must be visibly effective in the library
context: their special contribution must be obviously worth the salary
and status they have been accorded. They must rapidly make up for
their lack of experience by close application to their duties. They
must adjust easily and speedily from the cosy ideals of theoretical
librarianship to the realistic compromises of actual practice. Above all,
they must consciously seek to build a proper relationship with the
rest of the staff, both subordinate and superior.

In his book 'How to get the better of business Eric Webster has
some remarks regarding the introduction of graduates to business
which apply equally strongly to the municipal library:

'A proportion of unpractical clots manages to squeeze through
our universities, sometimes getting a "good degree" en route, but
it is a much lower proportion that you would find in any random
sample of the population. If you hire clots, it does not much matter
whence they come, but from universities they come especially ex-
pensive.
'There are other dangers. Your graduate may be undermotivated.
He may feel that .the effort of getting his degree was enough and
now he can relax at your expense. He may feel more superior than
he is. His initiative may have been sapped ,by too much welfare
nd instruction cosily continued for too long. He may not mix

well with less heavily educated workers. On the Other hand, he may
genuinely be too good for the job you are trying to fit him into. ,

When you are hiring a graduate, all you are really getting is
a person in whom the country has made an above-average educa-
ional investment for somewhat haphazard reasons which may in-

clude having the right father, or living in the right county. The
chances are that he is an above-average person in some respects.
You have to decide if he is above-average in the respects that
matter to you. You can be sure of three things: he has lived in a
highly artificial environment, usually has much more theoretical
than practical knowledge, and will in any case need time to adjust



'Anyone who has had the "crown prince problem" knows it is
only worth the trouble if the material is well chosen, if there was
no simpler alternative and if there are reE4 opportunitit.s for
advancemen,....'
Time does not permit me to discuss at length the problems of

retaining staff. This is closely linked to the question of motivation.
However, a few factors may be mentioned.

Firstly, every person entering the service must have the oppor-
tunity to make a reasonable career. Be he professional, sub-professional
or clerical he must have access to a promotion ladder and the top of
that ladder must be at a level calculated to give satisfaction to the
person concerned.

Next, opportunity for continuation of education and adequate
training must be offered to each entrant.

Salary is important. It must be reasonably competitive with other
forms of employment attractive to the group of potential employees.
It must be continuously attractive at all levels.

The salary structure must be progressive and reflect:
age (in the case of younger employees);
education (academic and professional);
training;
experience and job knowledge;
responsibility;
status.

Job satisfaction is vital. At each level and in every post employees
need to:

find satisfaction in the work they are doing;
be assured that individual efforts are receiving approval;
know that the work of the group (in our case of the municipal

library) is meeting with the appreciation of the employing
authority;

know that the work of the library is being appreciated by the
users of the service.

Status is highly regarded in the modern world. It has two aspects:
(1) Status in society. Research shows that library employment is

generally well-esteemed, but that municipal library work has the
lowest status in the group.

(ii) Status in the employment situation, that is, within the particular
staff.

This should be indicated by:
duties performed;
authority held;
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salary differentials;
visible demarcations.

There is no time to consider working conditions, staff facilities and
fringe benefits, but all are important to the retention of staff.

At this point I should like to pan the camera to a different part of
the municipal library scene. I should like to consider, so far as may
be possible, the future development of municipal libraries, their per-
sonnel and the educational and training facilities available for that
personnel.

The development of the municipal library system in Victoria is
currently engaging the attention of the State Librarian, who has set
up various advisory committees to investigate and report upon
different aspects of the service. -What the outcome may be we do not
know.

Yet certain things may be predicted.
The trend in recent years has been towards larger library units.

There is every reason to expect this to continue.
These larger units will require fewer chief librarians, but those

chief librarians will need to be effective administrators.
The larger units will provide more opportunities for specialist staff,

whose importance will increase as development of the service in depth
proceeds. Satisfactory career targets and terminations will be possible
at specialist levelwhether in children's librarianship, reference
librarianship, acquisitions and cataloguing, or in any specialist branch
of the service.

Thew will be good opportunities in the .general and administrative
fields of library work for librarians-in-charge of branches and central
libraries, for co-ordinators of branch services, staff training officers and
the like.

Senior assistants will be needed in increasing numbers.
Besides sub-professional staff, there will be a need for clerical staff,

better defined as library technicians, both junior and, I emphasize,
senior, for routine library work.

In addition to all these, the larger libraries will increasingly need
specialists other than library staff: administrative officers, executing
the functions of committee clerks, accountants and paymasters; steno-
graphers, typists and various kinds of machinists, including the punch-
card operators needed to meet the requirements of mechanized and
computerized business. methods.

How are they all to be educated, trained and qualified?
Well, for the clerical, typist and machinist group, education and

qualification will be that normally acceptable in other businesses.
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The particular requirements of their work in libraries are not signi-
ficantly different to those found elsewhere. Orientation and some in-
service training should quickly make them fully effective.

Administrative officers and accountants will be appropriately
qualified as required for a Town Clerk's department. It is unlikely
that such officers will seek to make a career in a library. Rather, they
will be made available by secondment from a Town Clerk's depart-
ment for a limited period.

There is at present no course for library technicians. The library
schools and the Association appear to have given this a very low
priority. Could it be in the 'too hard' file? Or, is there a fear of such
technicians replacing some of the professionals? Or, are there other
reasons?

I recommend that this problem be studied by the Section and I
further commend it to the Municipal Inter-Library Committee as a
matter needing their urgent attention.

Senior library staff should be professionally qualified, either by
graduation from a library school, or by passing the registration exam-
ination.

Present trends of library school education may produce some head-
aches here. The R.M.LT. is moving to phase out tne two-year associate-
ship diploma course and replace it with a three-year fellowship
diploma course, which it is hoped will be acceptable to the Institute
of Colleges for a first degree award. One would be fortunate indeed
to complete the requirements of the new course in six years by part-
time study.

That the library studies content of this course will be of value to
municipal library staffs I do not doubt, but I have reservations regard-
ing the requirement of doing a three-year major in some other subject
to complete the fellowship diploma requirements. Unless the subject
of such a major be really appropriate to the special work to be under-
taken in a municipal libraryand it could be, of courseit would
appear to be no more than a rather prolonged academic exercise.

Here I believe we should endeavour to identify some of the missing
factors in the education of municipal librarians.

Mention has already been made of the need for executive and
managerial ability in the upper echelons of municipal librarianship.
Neither the L.A.A.'s examinations, nor, so far as I am able to judge,
the courses of the library schools lay any great emphasis on these
abilities. Yet they are the most vital of all to the establishment and
functioning of effective large-scale municipal library systems.
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We badly need suitable courses to develop executive outlook in
senior staff and promote managerial capacity in the higher levels of
municipal librarianship.

Moreover, the librarian in a local government library should have
a knowledge of the service of which his library forms a part. I believe
that the municipal librarian, as a local government officef shou'.d have
knowledge of local government history, of comparative local govern-
ment here, in other States and overseas. He should be informed in
local government administration; accounting; budgeting; committee
work; personnel management; town planning; and certain sections of
law, to mention a few obvious fields.

In England there is a qualification known as the Diploma in
Municipal Administration which covers this and similar ground.

I suggest that a similar qualification is desirable here in Victoria.
Our, only existing course, that for the Town Clerk's Certificate of
Competency falls rather in the field of training than of education.

The course I am suggesting is one of greater extension and lesser
intension, more truly an educational than a training programme, and
which could lead to either a major in municipal administration, or
to a diploma in municipal administration. I further suggest that this
should be the appropriate major for addition to the library course for
qualification to the top administrative echelon of a municipal library.

In this survey of missing factors, I must mention one missing in
the education of all staff, not just professional, but clerical as well.
That is an all-embracing knowledge of English literature. This I
extend to mean English, Australian and American literature. A know-
ledge in depth of every period is impossible. A knowledge in depth of
some period should be expected of every matriculant and arts gradu-
ate. But we need a knowledge in breadth at every level of staff.

It is not necessary for every assistant to be qualified as a literary
critic, but the value of a knowledge of writers, titles and dates to
every member of staff is obvious. To give just one example: a library
typist with such a knowledge would avoid making many of those
irritating errors that otherwise occur.

For the professional librarian a critical knowledge of the literatures
is more necessary. Most importantly, he needs an up-to-date critical
apparatus to guide him in selection of current publications in all
fields, not just literary ones. This may need to to be a continuing
forum of discussion rather than a once-for-all course. I should like to
see something of this nature attempted, difficult though it be.

This leads naturally to the need for continuous courses to keep the
executive librarian up-dated in every aspect of his work. A recent
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seminar on the possibilities offered by computerization was one such
exercise. I should like to see many more, organized as a continuous
programme.

In conclusion, I should say this:
It is high time we examined the differences betwen municipal and

other forms of librarianship; that we should beg a to take a pride in
the scope of our service, in being the only library service for every
man. We should clarify our thinking not only regarding our informa-
tional, educational and recreational function, but also our important
social function.

-We must cease to regard the municipal library as the Cinderella of
the library world. We must cease to be pale copies of other kinds of
librarian, meekly accepting standards laid down by others. We must
seek recognition as specialists in our own field.

A

Above all, we must have a fierce pride in the municiiml library,
both as a lively public service and as a vital, dynamic elefnent in the
communi ty.



PAPER 8

Library Promotion
MRS. D. STRETTON, Chairman, Australian Library Promotion Council

For the purpose of this address I shall be referring to the pro-
motion of libraries and library services in Australia, and more
specifically in Victoria in the present day, and in particular I shall
be limiting my remarks to the promotion of public libraries.

Historical Background
Earlier work in library promotion was carried out by the Free

Library Movement formed in 1935 in New South Wales due to the
initiative of Mr G. C. Remington and in Tasmania with the estab-
lishment in 1939 of the Free Library Movement, clue to the efforts of
Mr G. V. Brookes and Mr C. C. McShane.1

In 1948 the Library Week Committee of Victoria was established
and in 1967 the Australian Library Week Council (now entitled the
Australian Library Promotion Council) was formed. In addition the
Library Association of Australia has, as part of its platform in its
Constitution, the promotion of libraries.2

These broad bodies have been supplemented by a large number
of local groups with strictly local objectives which exist for a limited
time and probably dissolve when their objective is achieved, e.g. in
Williamstown, Sena lla, St. Kilda, etc. There are also a few lay organ-
izations which exist as a 'Friends of the Library' type of committee,
e.g. in Camberwell and Heidelberg.

What do we mean by 'Promotion'?
Firstly we should define the difference between public relations

and promotion. The Oxford dictionary informs me that to promote
is 'to help forward or initiate the process or formation or making
of ... '. When we engage in active library promotion, i.e. when we
help forward or initiate the process or formation or making of libraries
or library services, our task is made less difficult if we have already
established good public relations and if we continue to maintain good

K. S. Cunningham, The Australian Council for Educational Research and Library
Services in Australia. (Melbourne: A.C.E.R. 19G1) 23.

2 L.A.A. Constitution; Sec. 1 Library Association of Australia Handbook Constitution
Section 3.1. r` t
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public relations. It is possible to have good public relations without
promotion; it is also possible to conduct a promotion campaign with-
out first establishing good public relations; a combination of both
good public relations and promotion is what is required. But let us
keep a clear distinction between public relations, publicity and pro-
motion.

There are various kinds of promotion, e.g. promotion for a library
where none exists (which may be a matter for a political pressure
group) or certain aspects of the service of an established library may
need to be promoted from time to time.

Why lay people should be involved in library promotion

Most of the records of successful library promotion activities reveal
the result of a combined effort on behalf of librarians and members
of the community. Within the Australian community, there is a band
of people which gives most generously of its time and money in
support of public and community service. There is to be found within
this group the most complete arsenal of the skills most needed in
community servicethe ability to organize, the ability to plan, the
ability to lead, and the ability to sell ideas.

Because of the revolutionary changes in our political, social and
economic system in the past twenty years, 47 will take everything
government can do plus everything business and '.:dividuals can do if
we are to achieve greatness for our country and tor such central com-
munity institutions as our public libraries.

National Library Week reports from both the U.S.A. and the U.K.
emphasize over and over again, the value of utilizing lay people and
recognizing their worth on committees planning promotion activities
that it is the role of the librarians to provide leadership but that
it is unwise for him/her to attempt to carry out extensive promotion
activities without recruiting the assistance of members of the com-
munity. The Canadian National Library Week Committee which
started so well and which has now, after eight years, ceased activities,
reports too great a reliance, at all levels, national, provincial and local,
on the librarian who attempted to carry out all the promotion activi-
ties without establishing active support from representative com-
munity groups.

'A well defined goal, volunteer citizen participation, the aligning
of government, press, school authorities and community organizations,
all working together to carry out that goal, should help the entire
library picture in any town, city or State, to improve' was a comment
from Virginia Matthews, assistant executive director of National
Library Week, U.S.A.
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In seeking out the non-library user, the unmotivated T unskilled,
the assistance of lay people may be helpful; likewise in ie promotion
of services to specific groups in the community, e.g. the elderly or
minority groups.

In 'Invitation to Greatness', Norman H. Strouse makes a plea to
businessmen to assist libraries to develop.3

He makes reference to the fact that:
'As early as the second century B.C., a library enjoyed the sup-

port of a "Friends" group on the Greek island of Cos. A recently
discovered inscription reveals that well-to-do citizens subscribed to
the erection of a library building there, and contributed books or
funds to buy them. Cos was a seat of learning in those days. Among
its most famous men were the physician Hippocrates, the painter
Ape lles, and the poet Theocritus. No doubt each had a library
card and used it. And no doubt several of the local citizens served
as trustees!

Thus we see that trustees and friends are following a time-
honoured tradition. You perform a great service in your cities and
towns when you encourage broad public interest in an institution
that is so often overlooked or underestimated in the contribution
it is making toward a richer, more rewarding community life.'

Need for Library Promotion
There is a need for library promotion at all levelslocal, t.tate and

national. Any public librarian should be aware of the need to pro-
mote his or her library at a local level but sometimes they may not
be aware of the assistance to their promotion activities which can be
given at a non-local level, with non-local content for a non-local
audience. This is important because in Australia an audience is often
more accessible through non-local media, e.g. through metropolitan
newspapers rather than the suburban pressso a dual method is often
more successful if we are to influence not only the local people but
other authorities. One example of an area of activity in which this
approach has been most successful is in landscape preserva tion in
Victoria. Two recent cases are the Yarra Valley and Philip Island
local support was gained through local activity for a campaign to
preserve the areas against the 'invaders'. It may have remained a
purely local matter with doubtful success unless much wider support
had been gained through articles in the daily metropolitan press, and
even our only national newspaper. The result of the active campaign
resulted in the Minister for Local Government upholding the views
Norman H. Strome, Invitation to Greatness. (New York: National Book Com-
mittee 1966) 5.
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of the conservationists; and we in Victoria, not only in the Yarra
Valley and in Philip Island will benefit. We need to reach people who
may not be within an area with a local newspaper or a local library;
in a mobile society, people do not always live in the same area all the
time. We need to have well organized local promotion activities in
co-operation with non-local promotion.

Need for a body to promote on a State and National scale:
(a) We are competing for public attention with organizations

spending hundreds of millions of dollars; unit costs can be low only
if material is produced in quantityan individual promotion aid may
be excessively costly or it may be so poorly done, because of lack of
funds that it perpetuates an amateur image of the library.

(b) Some librarians may say that they can achieve complete satura-
tion in local media, can reach all their audience thoroughly and often,
and have achieved as high circulation figures as can be reached given
their bookstock and finance. This is undoubtedly true in some in-
stances, e.g. Geelong. But, is there a majority or a minority of libra-
rians who have these skills? Quite frankly, in the opinion of some
experts, these lucky people are in a minority. Unfortunately, seeing
the situation through their own achievement, these librarians are often
the ones who deny the need for further promotional activity. They
should realize, however, that there are librarians who have neither
the skills, the time nor the opportunity to mount successful promotion
campaigns unaided. There are also librarians with ability and skill
who are reftricted by Council instruction. It may be a matter of
Council policy that the librarian may not place any promotion or
publicity without prior approval of the Council, or the Town Clerk,
the Mayor or the Chairman of the Library Committee. This may seem
surprising, but in some municipalities these regulations do apply.

(c) Many people do not realize the extent of syndication of material
in country newspapers. It is worth twenty people spending one inter-
rupted hour badly, each to have something in his local newspaper, or
are there, at times, certain issues such as State Government policy or
subsidies, which might be better handled by one highly skilled person
spending twenty hours on an article which could be syndicated and
used all over the State? For example, earlier this year the Australian
Library Week Council circulated an article on school libraries which
was used all over the State, frequently in areas where there is no
public library.

(d) Rightly or wrongly, the newspaper or the reader is often more
likely to print or to read an article supplied from outside the local
area than another locally produced item.
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(e) To identify areas most in need of promotion may not be pos-
sible to someone whose eyes are fixed on a local horizon and whose
attitudes are conditioned mainly by local and pragmatic attitudes.
Often it would seem, as we watch a hard-pressed loca librarian trying
to stem the flood of local demand with totally inadequate finance,
that this is like a housewife in a flood area trying to sweep the flood
waters with a broom when what is really required is land conservation
and a Tennessee Valley Authority!

(f) Even taken as a whole, librarianship is a tiny voice in the rising
chorus of mendicant voices competing for the attention of State and
Commonwealth Parliaments. Unless the librarians learn to create a
common voice and to swell that voice with the voices of their friends
outside the profession, it is not likely that they will be heard.

I have spoken of identifying areas for promotion. This is a most
delicate and difficult tas:-., often requiring the support of research not
usually available for purely local efforts. Here is an area where the
professional associations can co-operate with a lay body -with promo-
tional skills. An example is the recent co-operation between the L.A.A.
and the Australian Library Week Council 1968 in the effort to obtain
federal finance for school librariesthis surely holds a promise of
future patterns of promotional co-operation. This is not to say that
the A.L.W. Council necessarily claims a major role in securing govern-
ment attention but it did play an important role. The L.A.A. pro-
duced essential and important faces and figures, slowly and carefully
acquired and documented. This material was made available to the
A.L.W. Council as it was to other organizations, e.g. parents and
teachers organizations.

Any organization has to be aware of tbe dangers of institutional
rigidity developing over a period of years. This has not yet happened
to the comparatively youthful L.A.A., and it may not, but would not
a lay organization working in sympathy with the L.A.A., with it, but
not of it, heIp to prevent the growth of this rigidity and continue its
responsiveness to the changing nature of public demands on the
institution of librarianship?

The need to Promote the Public Image of the Library
I am concerned not to repeat too much of what I said at the last

L.A.A. Conference in Brisbane, 19674:
The great division betweelk what librarians understand by a library

and the different levels of understanding in the public domain con-
cerns me. A reader is informed by the librarian that 'the book is in

Dulcie Stretton, Australian Library Week. (Proceedings, L.A.A. Biennial Con-
ference, Brisbane, 1967).



the stack'if only librarians could see, as on a T.V. screen, the strange
pictures conjured up in the reader's mind! And what about 'cata-
loguer's tools', 'charging systems', etc.?

People still think that a library is a place where you borrow books,
and it may be that they are not aware that it may be a place where
you can obtain a list of books, a list of periodical articles, or that they
can be referred to an information centre which may not have a book
in it. This situation is not limited to Australia.

In a letter Harold L. Hamill, City Librarian for the City of Los
Angeles says:

'I am afraid it is true here as in most cities, that both the
general public and the leaders of the community are largely unin-
formed about, and relatively indifferent to, the financial require-
ments of the public libraty. Very few people realize how extremely
expensive it is under today's conditions to construct buildings, pro-
vide books, furniture ,,, 1 pment, and employ sufficient staff
to keep the libr- enough for maximum public use.
The popular c ry as merely a place to find some
good general r J longer valid in view of the ccr piex
demands made on a laige city library.'
In Promotion Ideas for Public Libraries', Sarah Leslie Wallace

prefaces her book with some strong comments:5
'Just as a merchant must look for new markets for his wares

and awaken desires for his products, so must the public library
stimulate a need for its materials and find new users of its services.

Few libraries lack learning, industry and goodwill on the part
of the staff. Yet the very wares of the average public library
which does ilot specialize in incunabula, rare printing and price-
less editionslack of colour and interest to the average man of the
present day. The colour and interest may be, in fact are, there, but
he lacks the stimulus to discover it. To the librarian, then, faces
the task of bringing the man and the library together in such a
way that the former will realize the resources of the latter, and the
latter will chaploy its services for the benefit of the former.

Along with other qualities, librarians do not lack invention.
Their ideas for bringing their wares and their potential users
together have the variety and ingenuity of the best showmen ...
and can be used to dramatize their work, to tempt the borrower,
and to serve the community.'

5 Sarah Leslie Wallace, Promotion Ideas for Libraries. (New York: A.L.A. 1953).
Preface.
National Book Committee Study, Neighborhood Library Centers and Services.
(New York: National Book Committee) Intro. 1, 2, 3.



A very interesting study was made of 'Neighborhood Library
Centers and Services' by the National Book Committee, U.S.A.6 This
study was made for the Office of Economic Opportunity, a Federal
Government section of the United States Department of Labor, and
it surveys and analyses those special, innovative services which have
been extended by public libraries to poverty-stricken or 'disadvan-
taged' neighbourhoods. The study revealed that

'Few community action agencies yet realize that the library can
be a resource and vehicle for social change.... The public library
has long been thought of as a middle-class institution with book-
stock, staff and catalogue system gcared to the needs of the business
man and club woman already motivated and skilled in the use
of indexes and other services ... It is obvious that few community
action agencies, public or private, as yet regard the library as a
resource and a vehicle for change, with the result that the initiative
for most of the projects in which the library is actively involved
came from the library'.

Looking Ahead
Doubtless many librarians will point out that they and their staff

are far too busy just meeting the ordinary demands made upon them
without promoting new readers. This, I submit, with real understand-
ing and sympathy for the position, is short-sighted and, ultimately,
self-defeating. The percentage of the constituents using the library
must increase from the average 25%-30% which is the normal at
present. The promotion of this increase must be allied with pragmatic
and down to earth publicity designed to increase the Local Govern-
ment and the State Government allocation to the library. It is short-
sighted to say 'we will cope with our present readers and only them'
look for more!

The looking for more in itself generates publicity and public
awareness and this, if carefully directed, can influence a local govern-
ment authority towards further finance. Anything less than this two-
edged programme will result in a slow running down of the services.
A state library in terms of users is not in a position to demand more
money. A growing library in terms of users without conscious manage-
ment of public pressure groups is in a position to demand more
money, but it is likely to do so without major results.

Librarians need to be ever aware of the changing needs brought
about by the revolutionary changes in society today. In Australia
today we live in the most highly Urbanized _country in the world
what role have public libraries to play in the problems of the sprawl-
ing cities? And in matters relating to conservation of natural and



historical resources; in the community groups .with special needsthe migrants, the elderly, the poor? What changes in the demands onthe library have been brought about by the rise in educational skills,developments in science and technology? The need is constantly withus to inform the public, to promote libraries and library services, sothat the community, and the state, 1.11 recognize the contributionwhich can, and should, be made by our public libraries towards thesocial, economic and cultural life of Australia.Our public libraries should be listed as among the great institu-tions of this country, unless there is lack of understanding, lack ofinterest, or lack of leadership. These are the needsunderstanding,interest and leadership. Your library need not compare in magnitudeto the leading libraries in our capital cities to perform with distinctionin reaching out to community needs, and to promote the desire forlibrary services.

SUMMING UP AND DISCUSSIONPAPERS 7 and 8In the training of librarians more emphasis should be given to therole of local government in the community. Refresher courses arerequired for senior library officers. The Library Services Divisioncould undertake this.
Large municipal library systems are evolving which require chieflibrarians drawing a salary of (say) $12,000 per annum. Independentsalary scales should be adopted which would not, as at present,necessarily keep top library salaries below that of town clerks.Male and female library officers should have equal payEssendon-Broadmeadows Regional Library has achieved this.Much more could be done to make library work more attractive:

for instance, transport home after late working hours could bearranged and staff should have meals provided on evening shifts.
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